City Council
campaign
@ Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub

he took
al ades
iz
a politic
forog
apol

out in last week's Lumberjack. One
opponent describes the ad as “an
all-time low in Arcata politics.”
Page11
@ Apoll conducted by journalism
students shows that if the election

were held today, HSU political

science junior Paul “Tex” Butterfield
would replace council incumbent

Sam Pennisi. While sitting members
Victor Schaub and Elizabeth Lee
lead the pack, Butterfield’s showing
marks the first sign of vulnerability
among Arcata’s incumbent
politicians.
Page 11

Steen scene
@ Former HSU student, lecturer and
editor in chief of The Lumberjack is

given a hero's welcome during his

first visit to campus since his

release from a five-year nightmare

_ as a hostage in Beirut.
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® A coalition of demonstrators,
including a large number of
Yurok tribe members, gather at

Simpson Timber Co. in the
Arcata Bottoms, for what began
as a peaceful demonstration
against herbicide use. Tempers
flare and five protesters are
arrested before it’s all over.
Page 11
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The Bookstore will be going through a renovation this
of the extreme space limitations caused by this, we
inventory immediately. The Bookstore will not be fully
until the Fall Semester. We hope the improvements
Bookstore will outweigh any temporary inconvenience

May. Because
must reduce
stocked again
made to our
this may cause.

* Limited to stock on hand; except textbooks, computer department items, class
schedules, caps and gowns, photo processing, Kodak film & testing materials.
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HSU welcomes back former a
Q Alann Steen returns to visit Humboldt
County and tells about his CAPO
| in

policemen scheduled to debrief
them about security precautions
in the war-torn city.

Captivity.

knees for a half hour, we still

“With our heads between our

said ‘this can’t be happening to
By

Ge

tare

WAL TO THE

L

K

Joyous tears and thunderous
applause welcomed back an old
friend last Thursday.
Van Duzer Theater was filled
to ¢ o
with colleagues,
friends,
former students and
other well-wishers who came to
hear alumnus and former hostage Alann Steen speak about
his experience in Beirut.

Steen told the crowd of more
than 750 people that prior toand
during his abduction in 1987
from Beirut University College,
where he was teaching journalism, he held to the be: ief that
“this can’t happen to me.”
“People said I was insane to
go back... but Beirut was the
crossroads of the world,” Steen

said.

Steen and three others ,were

duped by gunmen posing as

me,’” Steen said.

The captors took the men “toa

large living room with two
couches... and a portrait of the

Ayatollah Khomeini,” Steen
said.

“Then
I said ‘Uh-oh ... maybe
it wasa mistake
to come to Beirut
a

eee

“There were months of boredom and moments of hell — I
think that’s what all of us went

through. All the excitement of
Beirut was — and
eee

a by
e said.

wpapite his 59
months

in

chains,

Steen’s

talk was

laced

with humor. He

talked about the

time, shortly after the abduction, when the

captives,

un-

aware
that
there was a mi-

crophone in the
room, spoke

about their captors.

Later, one of

the

guards

asked
what
“asholi” meant.
“That means

‘fighter, war-

MATT STARY/ THE LUMBERJACK

Former hostage Alann Steentold more than 750 people gathered HSU's Van
fragile. Don't ever take it for granted.”
Is so om
Duzer Theater, “Freed

rior,’”
Steen
told the
.
“That’sasholi,”
he said. “A-s-sh-o-l-e.”
Steen said the

guards tried to

keep the captives optimistic by telling
them they would be
released in two weeks,
“god willing.”
“We knew that we
would be in fora long

time because
we knew
that the United States
would not yield to
those bastards,” he

said.
“But they kept telling us ‘You're going

home,’ and we would
say ‘inshallah (god
willing)’ and they
would

say

‘yes,

inshallah.’”
Steen said he wasn’t
angry with hisguards,
because they were
very young, brainwashed men.
“I felt no animosity

for our guards. But for

the big guys — they
should be chained to

the wall for59 months

for me, 56 months for
Jesse (Turner).”

BOBBI HANCOCK) THE LUMBERJACK

Alann
(left),
chair,
where

Steen (right) and Mark Larson
HSU journalism department
leave the Theater Arts Building
Steen used to teach.

He said the worst
part of the captivity
was the boredom and
lack of news.
“They'd give us bits of news.

Just sentences, though. The
guards would come in and say
‘the Balkan States have been
freed,’ ‘the Berlin Wall
has come
down,’ ‘the Soviet Union is
breaking up,’ — it was enoygh

to talk

about for days,” he said.

“On Dec. 2, 1991, (one of the
guards) asked ifI wanted aciga-

rette and I said ‘sure.’ Then he
said, ‘by the way, you're
home tomorrow’ and he Fant
say, ‘inshallah.””

Steen said he was surprised

by the outpouring of U.S. support for him.
“I knew that America had not
forgotten me, but the extent —
was just overpowering,” hesaid.
He said he and his wife Virginia received a thousand letters from “all over,” and, four
weeks ago, the largest newspaper in Beirut received 70,000 letters sent on his behalf.

What did he learn from the

experience, somebody asked.

“Freedom is so fragile. Don’t
ever takeit for entak” hesaid.

Spring break time to be on
A.S. ballot for student vote
time with -_ —.
Accordin:
release,
members
i Kult Re-En-

@ ASC has its annual budget
meeting and votes to call in four
programs for review. Page 8.

try Center at HSU plan to bring

that would serve as an advisory

to those involved in the setting
of the academic calendar.
Py cisry will vote April
27-29
that
fall
in the middle of the semester,
concurrent with local school
vacations, at some other

or no opinion.
AS, Administrative
Vice Presi-

Spring
break means a rest
from studies
for some,

ing Oe

cee

ae

roldayeforothers
Butall
oe
detin Utlbene showslta

when HSU’s
fall.
The Associated Students
Council
voted 4-3 to place on
this spring’s
ballot a measure

their children to campus

dur-

ing the week of April 20-24 asa
“kid-in” to

protest for concur-

rent spring
Councilmembers discussed

the validityof the “traditional”

scheduling of spring break
around Easter time.
While natural resources
and

Trustee visits HSU

¥ oung

ane

Maina isa
banpec

time
to be with (one’s) family,”
other councilmembers

Sarena
many

weeks straight ...

er
to

get a break three weeks
school’s
over ... that’s insane.”

said

Scheson,
Gikaiiia
win
cegeee:
satbetetin Merttadiea,

and amended the measure to

that many HSU students have

leave out any reference to the
Easter holiday.

and

said the wording was ambigu-

However,
several people said

children enrolled in local schools,
breaks would pre-

from spending
that

MARY BROWN/THE LUMBERJACK

CSU trustee Bernard Goldstein addressed students's questions,
saying a 40 percent fee increase is needed to maintain quality.

AS. President
Steve Harmon

ousand confusing
for students.

—————

CSU Board of Trustees member Bernard Goldstein said the

state needs to renegotiate how
much students should pay for
their

education
at a meet-

ing with
student leaders last
Thursdayat HSU.
“It’s time we putiton the table
” he said. “We need to re-

evaluate how much of the CSU

fee should
be paid for
by students and how much by the
state.”

Residents of “Wilsonville,” a
shanty town constructed to protest fee hikes, and Associated
Students representatives met
with Goldstein to talk about the
possible effects of and alternatives toa 40
t fee increase.
“Our positionis wedon’tneed

See Trustee, page 5
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Political analyst seeks
to end class separation
bringingabout today srecession

Q Michael Parenti

t
oe

;
blames supply-side

Van

e

ti the term
economics for class _, Parenused
George toe Ph snat running

i
recession.

1980

By Peter Finegan
LUMBERJACK STAFF

nomination — in describing
Reagan's promotion of free-marly-side ideology.
ket
“If left to its own devices, free
market will provide best

Ronald anReagan
presidentfor ial
Republic

for
economic disparity sible conditions
“voobing
descri
in
Parenti,
between the rich and poor and — said

University police recently arrested
a 19-year-old man for possession of a

doo economics,” a term which,
according to Parenti, Bush

|

mentrestraints,and government
idling — which have a de-

this will increase productivity,”
Hi e TT

phy, characterized by deregula-

tion and a decrease of the corpo-

rate tax share, touted the “trickle-

down” effect of more jobs, a
growing economy and an ex-

and Bush)

been for weak government,
strong government, invasive
vernment, intrusive governg on what (the)

of whatclass
sts
involved,” he said.
ere
intwere

“Conservatives keep that in-

dividual rights, historically de-

veloped from 19th century, is to
property
of ent
make the enjoym

rights, market rights, and espe-

ANGEL THE LUMBERJACK

About
300 people attended author Michael Parenti's speech,
sponsored in part by Arm Yourself With Knowledge.

cially the right to make a profit
off other people’s labor within
conditions of a
the pri
favored class; that is the keystone of their ideology,” he said.
Parenti said although both
s
s aimed
ent
cut program
_ presid
opporof
tion
to’ wards

tunity, red:

tion of income

they
and promotion of
to
have been more than
out
bailing
billions
spend

businesses such as Chrysler

Lockheed.
service of
in the ism
“It’s social
who
Parenti,
said
ism,”
capital
the
of
share
said that corporate

tax burden has

from 50

in 1945t to 7 percentin
percen

CUSTOMIZED\\
Pitcher or mug
Michelob pitcher only $3

BEAT

Snell, a College of the Redwoods stuof stolen
dent who lives in Eureka, on charge of
from the
stolen
reported
bicycle
same
the
ly
et ie
25.

storage area in the Canyon dormitories on Jan.

ag ong

poo donc

OB

M\

>
sme

No

we

SCREENPRINTING
Hours: Mon.- Sat.
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

TE
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822-6638

7 Sunny
Brae Center
Arcata

Matter your

size,

can fit

a olUl Wicd emonel

aa

One

}

you!

iz
BS

og hp! oe

ere.

t. “A group ma
.
ice i. sr
si
r
cane.”
planned
a
like
saatvel. It]
were
$13,369
worth
parts
As of March 22, bicycles and
have been the
reported stolen. Expensive bicycles and
increasing target of the recent rash of thefts, according to UPD
statistics.

:

Fagot said thefts marked an alarming increase in comparison to bicycles and parts stolen last year, given the fact that
more than a month of school remains.
“Someone is out there stealing bikes for money,” Fagot said.
$250 and above. I’m sure it’s
“Generally these bikes are worth
profit-motivated.”
To date, 32 bicycles — including 17 grand thefts (bicycles

worth more than $400) and 12 petty thefts (less than $400) —

stolen. Twenty reports of missing parts,
have been
yo Ba bike seats, wheels and other gear, amounted to
1,204.
“If people plan more, they'll be protected,” Fagot said.
He said he wants to encourage bike owners to secure their
and to create an atmosphere where people are watching
out for each others’ bicycles.
U-locksor heavyFagotrecommended eee
and frames be
wheels
said
He
over).
or
duty padlocks (7/16”
secured with cables and throw bolts at bike racks. He also said
that quick-release parts should be avoided, and that accesso
gear, such as pumps, side bags and lights, should not be left
on bikes.
es
“If anyone sees any suspicious activity, please give us a call
and we will check on

e

aces said. “e

1992. “The public takes the risks
and absorbs
the costs, while private enterprise skims the cream
and enjoys the benefits.”
Parenti said the savings and
loans debacle, ironically caused
by deregulation, will cost taxpayers and their children
for the

er

rest of their lives in the form of

said deregulation invited
the disaster.
“Come on, feed off the trough.
Do whatever you want — no
more standards,”
he said. “Take
ernment (the taxpayer)
will pick
up all the wreckage
you leave in
your wake.”
Parenti said Republican ad-

|

racks
pus
cambike

, oxor worse
worse petayet, a gang ofGuaves:
Sat
On March 20 police arrested Scott

any risks you want and the gov-

IMAGES!

u

thefts

stopped saying but continuedin

ve
Petey nae

TOM

By Peter Caegen

POLICE

you liberate govern-

wars and the

Author Michael Parenti
blasted “voodoo economics” for

Thieves target bikes

ministrations haven't necessar-

ily been fiscally conservative,
saying the Nixon and Ford ad-

ministrations set records
for creating Lege
deficits.
The deficit during Reagan’s
years in office increased from
$900 billion to $2.7 trillion, a
three-fold increase.
According to Parenti, Bush
ae roby gon to $3.9 trilBooks written, by Parenti include:
of the Few,”
“In
Reality: Politicsof the

Maas
the Dollar:

”

Sword and
Revo-

lution and the
Race,” and
“Make Believe Media: Politicsof
Entertainment.”

i]
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HSU grad student dies
Approximately 25
os
nightin

their friend and

in mone

ple

front

prepared

statements
at the me-

morial: “We all know he is in a

better world becauseof
his kindness and dedication.
“Weshall
carry on hisname to
help make this world a cleaner,
thier, and more equitable
place. We shall love you and
cherish your memories, Pete

cn
eee
Se

eee eae

ee
eee
cane

Ora,” said

Ora, BM31, dled i
in AAr' ‘cata of heart failure.
to his sister, Ann, Ora had a
heart murmur.
t

one side was 15 times heavier
then the other side, a condition
that was not discovered until
the autopsy.
wane memorial —, with
s wake

in Simsbury,

Trustee

theashesover

est twooy years
of Connecticut.
He
with the Peace

Gents with

Conn.,

“the least pain to the system.”

“I do not believe a 40 percent increase will have that
kind of massive decreases in
enrollment,” he said in reto concerns that 17,000
students couldn’t afford to
attend CSU if there was a fee

Contributions can be sent to
the Peter Ora Memorial Fund,
Sierra Club, 118 Oak St., Hartford, Conn., 06106.

Cut
|

increase.
He said the state will in-

NAIL SERVICES
WITH LORI

A HAIR SALON FOR MEN AND WOMEN
of H &

“Brain Sex.”

CREATIVE
CUTTING & STYLING

Above

Corner

“I’m not your enemy,
I want
to work with you to find our
way out of this thing. I know
the system, I know what quality is and I know it’s going
downhill,” he said.
Most of the students attending the meeting were not imwith his
tin
vor of the aaa
“It was the same CSU factsheet line,” said A.S. President
Steve Harmon.
A biology professor at San
Francisco State University,
Goldstein wasat
HSU to givea
lecture on gender differences
in brain development called

sary — only enforcement,”
said California State Student
Association (CSAA)representative Kris Klamm.
Goldstein said a 40 percent
increase would not limit
higher education access to
many students and would be

me I am a better person, not for
what you have given me, but
because what you have shown
me.
“Thank you, my friend, for
showing me the way to a —
life and for your wep
and friendshi that will
be with me. Until someday, ay

As

more.’

more negotiations as neces-

friend. Ilove you Peter — Maria.”

where his _— lives.
Ora was a
graduate
student. His
ts are bringing his ashes to Humboldt
County, because they have con-

a free education,

and the state also caps fee increases at 10 percent. I see no

a Maria Boroja, Ora’s friend,

ed and

cTility of helping
haley ty
middle income students,
which are the ones that would
be hurt most.”
“I talk to students,”
Goldstein said. “Some students say, ‘T’d rather graduate
in four instead of seven years
so I'd just as soon pay $1 a day

to sit down and bargain at all.
The state constitution says the
state will
provide college stu-

wrote “Peter, because you loved

°

cman

© Continued from page 3

his favorhe fishing spot, Seone

He is survived by his parents,
ee and Leili Ora, and his

uate student

ee

18th

~ Arcata

~ 822-1384

Students who make a difference | <*
Jeff

Bernstein

Jeff is a student who makes a difference.

He is a

member of the AIDS Policy Committee and the
Substance Abuse Resource Center Student Advisory
Board. He is a volunteer health educator for the North
Coast AIDS Project; he has done AIDS presentations
and recently organized a conference on campus, “Sex
and You in the 90's.” Jeff is serving an internship at
Arcata Police Department as a Juvenile Diversion
Counselor. He is a member of Psi Chi Honor Society

VIDEO

“Watch the Stars Come Out’’ )
CURLEY

and Humboldt Assoc. of Educators of Young Children;

he is co-founder of the Child Development Association.
Jeff teaches Sunday School to 4 and 5-year-olds at
Temple Beth-El in Eureka. Jeff is a senior with a double
major of Child Development and Psychology.

|

SUE was DECEIVED by
concerning the
He claimed

She
it was
claimed he should have followed

101
DALMATIONS to Valley Video and
rented some movies instead.

Young

Emma

Emma is a student who makes a difference. She serves

as the elected representative for the College of Natural
Resources and Sciences on the Associated Students
Council and has actively worked on several resolutions.
As Natural Resources and Sciences Representative,

Emma co-founded the Dean's Advisory Committee to
bring student input to the College.
thbe Board of Finance, Emma

As a member of
helps to make

recommendations to the A.S. Council on the Waste
Reduction

Task

Force

and

volunteers

ecocycle

collection runs for the Campus Recycling Program.
Emma is a Natural Resource Planning major.

Sponsored by: Activities= Coordinating Boar Associatedd Seudents, Humboldt Criewnden Program,
To nominate a student for this ad
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Wildlife prof to retire
torate in wildlife. Since then he
has served as the curator of birds

By Carole Audisio
This semester

wildlife Professor

toa close
ey W.

“Doc”
Harris,
a
s
his
students
. fondly call him, has decided to:
Harris’ 33

at HSU.

for the HSU Wildlife Museum
located in the Wildlife Building,

n supporterof Conan active
bee
servation Unlimited (CU) and
train the HSU team
has helped

of wildlife students competing
other schools

for the

retire.
Harris said, “I want to retire
while I’m still young enough
and in
health to

—-

Harris
has
birded
(birdwatching) on every conti-

vation Unlimited President Ken-

sat ester:

nent

t Antarctica.

“I just thought it would be
important for me to have some
personal experience on what the
rest of the world waslike if I was
going to teach students, so I
madeapointto
try togetaround
Sen
eee
His summer and sabbatical
leave travels included moments
of excitement
like *
ping the
front wheels of a Volkswagen
into an aardvark hole — down
to the frame— within 10 feet of
10sleeping lions,” and moments
of beauty like “laying flaton my
back with my family and looking at a resplendent quetzal in

the Cloud forest of Costa Rica,”

or “standing on the shores of
Lake Nakuru in Kenya, watching a million flamingoes.”
Harris came to HSU in 1959
after graduating from the University of Minnesota witha doc-

ARARA

+ ch, xogialenl
» Oe My

estern Students Wildlife Con-

clave competition.
“He has been a major force in
the success of CU,” said Conser-

neth Spencer Holmes. “He has
touched the lives of many, many
people.”
Ascura
of birds tor
for the HSU

Wildlife Museum, Harris began

with about 800 specimens and
has built it into a collection of
8,000.
“His legacy will live on in that
museum for many generations
of students,” said wildlife department Chairman Richard
Golightly. “Future students
won't have the benefit of going
into the field with him, but they
will haveaccess to that museum.
Asa teaching collection it is second to none.”
Birds are what “Doc” Harris
knows best, but the students are

what kept him teaching for 33
years.
“The students
have been a real
delight — pure and simple,” he
said. “I feel like I ought to be
paying them to let me do this.
It's been that much fun all the

AAA AAA AAA AAA A

st

ONNWAIN

“skunkheads” (surf scoters) to members of his waterfo
Ogden

senior wildlife majors.
bothr),
(cente

way through.”
Memories of Harris will be

varied, but students and faculty

his love of birds.
alikeremember
“The vision I have of him is

always with his field hat on, his
binoculars around his neck and

marching off to catch the little
flycatcher in the thicket,”
Golightly said.
“He gets up at 4:30a.m.,ready
to go — go find them birds —
it’s like come on, Doc, let us
have breakfast at least,” said

wildlife
Woodard.

senior

Patrick

“He's very energetic, both in-

tellectually and once el said
wildlife senior
Golden.
“He's old school and he’s nononsense, and very caring toward his students; A tough professor to have, ademanding professor but one who you always
respect as someone who is v
knowledgeable in the field,” he
said.
“I always see him walking toward class and he has got this ...
tie that he always wears for test
day,” Wi
said. “You always know when he’s giving a
test is when he’s wearing that tie.
It’s a leather tie and it’s tooled

ro

ot
(left), and Jenny
;

and you see him coming with
that tie and (you know)
someone's taking a test.”
“I don’t think anybody who
had him for a class at Humboldt
is ever going to forget him,”

Golden said.
“If I have a philosophy or a
message I'd liketo leave with the
tsi
forward
lookt’s
always
studen
with optimism, never back with
regret,” Harris said.
Harris has written 80 articles,
and his book, “Northwestern
California Birds,” was published
recently and is available at the
HSU Bookstore.
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Forensics team members make nationals
Q Two students are the first from HSU in five
years to qualify for the American Forensics
Association National Individual Events
Tournament in St. Louis, Mo., this month

where they will compete against much
larger schools.

By BERJACK
Dan Thompeon
STAFF

le to the 20-30 VerLinden
are now involved over the

If the term “forensics” con-

jures tine images of een

00

rooms or somethin
other the
than serious speech and
debate, rest assured you’re not
alone.
The misinformed are apparently many. Laura A
a, and
Mindi Golden, mem
of the
HSU forensics team, said it is
easier to avoid the word — actually a lega ] term — altoget! her.
Otherwise, they said they must
launch into the usually-required

whole
:
The number fluctuates as stu-

dents add and drop from semester to semester, he explained.

Even with the increased en-

rollment, though, there are still
events not being done.
This semester, for instance,
there is no one involved in de-

bating.
Thatis “unusual for the size of

this school,” journalism senior
René Luna said.

While attending a national

to two or three tournaments a

“Our basic goal Is to help people

semester, Golden arate
said

atadisadvantage

develop their communication ability

Is

that phy goisto tines as

and their critical thinking ability.”

man
“The wa y you improve your-

self is by ing to tournaments
fed apes judges’ comments,
urown coaches,” she

=

JAY VERLINDEN
Director of forensics

said. “0. having gone to few,

§Theteamalsohasalotoffun,

|§ Hennessey also has a very

really cliché, but it’s true,” she

rtment or Jay VerLinden at

and having very little input, it’s
really amazing
(to have made
nationals).”
“It really says something for
the
e who do
fy (in
light of that),” VerLinden said.
Don’t think you must be so

Golden said.
positive opinion of the team and
“The fun is the most impor- said she recommends
it to othtant part of it all,” Aguada said. _ ers, noting that forensicsis “more
| Golden alsoremarked onthe
than an activity just for speech
eryone gives each other
majors.’
aaenaan
the
erieof the team.
For more information on the
“We're a team. That sounds
course, contact the
de-

though.
“Our basic goal,” VerLinden
said, “is to help people develop
their communication ability and
their critical thinking ability.
Whether or not that happens as
aresult of winningioe
becomes sort of

said.

successful to join the team,
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Copier. Because it
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increases
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ina =

having very little input, it’s really
amazing (to have made nationals.)”

variety
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ROUND TRIP FROM SFO

Discover the impact of
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you reproduce graphics, .
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Some Restrictions Apply
MIND! GOLDEN
Forensics tournament finalist

definition and explanation of
competitive public speaking,
debate and oral in
tion.
Jay VerLinden, assistant professor
of speech communication
and director of forensics for the
last five years, said the unit-earning class can seem more of an

extracurricularactivity,
explain-

ing that students spend a lot of
time preparing
for and taking

part in competitive events.

Theclass—
communication 110 — has no prerequisite. In at
ee aed the
“majority 0:
past five years Co ao oaes
on
ie tet ‘ainsi our
ence before
team.”

There is certainly nothing

with ha
experience,
thoug: oleae came Jennifer

Heulaney had
of
experience before spending
three years with HSU’s team.
During that time — described
personally
by Hennessey as
“very valuable”— she saw the
team, under VerLinden’s direc-

tion, grow from “six or seven’

,D.C.,lastspring with one
r HSU team member, Luna
said he saw “schools of comparable size with 20 to 24 debat-

arage. Large, sunny
julesstreet, good area, 10

ae from HSU and close
c
to sho
. Owners will
consi :
or EH.A. Won't

i

|

last long at 114,500!

Call Joe Herrera

ers.”

With nearly three years of debating experience, Luna is unable to continue this year. Having competed ata national level,
he is obli ted to debate
only in
the open (highest) class, but there
isno one else with the necessary
experience to round out a twon team, a problem he attributed to “not enough publicity (of the team).”
But while there are no debaters going to national competition this year, two individual
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event competitors are.

Golden, a speech communication senior, and Aguada, a
French and German junior, are
leaving April 9 ona six-day trip
to St. Louis, Mo., to compete in
the American Forensics Association National Individual Events
Tournament, the first students
in five years to qualify.
Since team members only go
Me

check out the
health faire

Friday
on the quad

3 bedrooms, 2 bath, 2 car

AND EVERYWHERE ELSE!
e LOW COST ONE-WAY
FARES TOO!
¢ EURAIL PASSES / 1.D.
CARDS ISSUED ON
THE SPOT
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VOTE APRIL 14
¢ Resident of Arcata since 1959
¢ Fund raiser for HSU Partnership
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ing, councilmembers disagreed
about a need to call in certain
programs and possibly fund
them more or less than the programs requested.
who filled
Jennifer Kerrigan,
representhe vacant und
dly
repeate
10,
Feb.
on
seat
tative
some
that
n
concer
expressed
pe were underfunded,
a
while others may be receiving
too much money.
like
Kerrigan said
In its annual budget meet-

~ ing, the Associated Students
Council decided Monday to
call in representatives of four
to review their requests, while approving the
budgets of the other 22.
Representatives from the

California State Students As-

sociation (CSSA),CampusRecycling, the annual film festival and the Marching Lumberjacks must appear before
the council at its next meeting
Monday, April 6.
The budget, if approved,
would total $302,400.
During the four-hour meet-

asked why the

priate
Campus Center for
was not
Technology (CCA
we,
given more
AS. Legislative Vice President
Dina Goodwill said the time to
was cee
ask such
were
sts
reque
the budget
aes |by the Board of Finance.
sugLater, when —
ng to the
ted increasing
Humboldt Legal Center,

Coordinating
the Activities
Board, which requested $3

Harmon said, “every program
has been notified as to what we

_ with a lot of responsibilities,

be the council's role to reduce

them
of e
from the AS. to aid initsleader- have suggested ... non
”
appeal.
to
are here
. shipdevelopmentservices,need
A.S. Administrative Vice
~to be given “a little more incen_ tive” to go beyond the services President JonathanKaplan said
it was not the council's role to
_ they already provide.
e funding of programsat
increas
_
She said extra funding could
this point, but “I think it might
send the message to programs
job.
“Hey, you're doing a
er.”
| Now take ita step
However,somecouncilmem_ bers disagreed.
“We funded them what they
asked for — that’s sufficient,”
said A.S. President Steve
Harmon.
The question came up again

anything that they find inappropriate.”
trams
of Adminis
The progra
d
receive
(which
s
tive Service
nment
$112,185), A.S. gover
($22,005)and theCSSA ($13,260)
were said to be receiving too
much A.S. funding.
“I'd like to see AS. bite the

ISGGEST
NO FOOLING!
All Clothing in Store at least 10% off
All Fenders & Selected Tires 1/2 off
Profile Durango Bars 40% off

T-Shirts on sale 1/2 off

GiovéS 1/2 off

& $2.00
$1.50 n
Bottlesur
Waterkb
Blac
‘91 Giro & Time Helmets 1/3 off

to be

in and register
a FREE

announced

BIKE!

Saturday

April

tative.

and sciences

Young elaborated in an interand said the
view a
ts funding,
rojec
$2,000 s
of the
es
which ove wan
ate
executive branch to alloc that
cts of their choice,
to projey
mone
closely monimore
be
should
tored.
“Basically it’s a slush fund for
certain offices,” she said, suggesting all such expenditures
“come to review...under a situation where we know where this
money is going.”

Asitisnow,all special projects

expenditures exceeding $200

must be reviewed by the A.S.
Board of Finance.
Harmon maintained that
“many worthy projects are
special
(through
funded
projects).”
In addition, Kerrigan asked if
the $4,000 budgeted for public-

ity (along with the $1,000 for a
public relations coordinator)
may be excessive.
n said both areas are
since “without publicity, no one knows about A.S.”
e council voted to call in
CSSA, which functionsas HSU’s
link to other CSU campuses and
student
governments,
to discuss
the $5,500
budgeted for travel
and conference as well as the
$3,200 for the annual legislative
conference in Sacramento.
While Harmon said CSSA is
actually “underfunded bya good
six conferences,” some council
members said it does not need
that much money.

Kaplan called the travel expenditures “luxurious escapades,” adding that the legislative conference is not “engi-

neered properly.”
“I think that $5,500 for an indi-

See Budget, page 9

Statistics show that
HSU has as many violent
incidences as any place

Closeout prices on 1991 road bikes!

to win

bullet a little bit more,” said
Emma Young, natural resources

Violence against
gays/lesbians/ethnic
groups — ??7!

Zefal HPX Pumps on sale $20.00
Cateye Mity Computers on sale $29.95

Winner

STEVE HARMON
Associated Students President

THEFT - at HSU?
RAPE — Here!?

All Rainwear 1/3 to 1/2 off

Come

“Every program has been notified as to
what we have suggested...none of them
are here to appeal.”

4th
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Budget

“| think $5,500 for an individual to travel

© Continued from page 8

around the state (over a period of) eight

vida 0 rae around thestate

Months is extremely excessive. *

over
t months
is extremel
excessive,” Kaplan said.
'
Harmon pointed out that
Kaplan did not attend the con-

JONATHAN KAPLAN
Associated Students administrative vice president

ference, and “unfortunately,the

better to budget

need to fund CSSA) is the person

have
to ask for more later.”

only person whowillrealize(the

withrather then bux

replaces me.”
who
He also said suggestions that

ProThe Campus
gram wasvotedtobecalledinto

or share accommodations with

work study position. The pro-

theCSSA

tativecarpool

ee

owes
and

ne

ing its

500 travel

Instru
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funding for programs that are

the luxury,” Harmon said. “T

saidif vans to be called into

University,” could allocatemore

work study position.

berjacks,

will really hurt you.”

Responding toinferencesthat

discuss the possibility
of another
Young made the suggestion

programs could be funded ata __ to call in the film festival 7.
|
minimal level under
the assump-

could approach
tion that they
the Board of
ceforfunding
under the unallocated portionof
the budget, Harmon said, “It’s

—

saying

the Board

Finance’s decision may have
been rushed.
|_| Thecouncil votedtocallinthe

Marching Lumberjacks, which
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The budget will remain unbalanced until the programs are
reviewed.
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of the universe.
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Substance Abuse Resource Center...
Abruzzi

Chelsea's

Arcata Hotel, Arcata

Jacoby's Storehouse, Arcata

;
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153 Student and Business Services Bldg.
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761 8th Street, Arcata
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Village Pantry
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3535 Janes Road, Arcata

/
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5 Good

Reasons To Choose

The Library Copy Center...
Conveniently located on campus

@ (which is GOOD when you’re in a hurry)

al
April Speci

;

Reductions

4 cent Happy Hours

er Enlargements
#6

(GOOD for your pocketbook)
Self-service copiers

@ (no one can do it as GOOD as you can)
t

% Uy

General school supplies
@

a i i) a
TTC:

opy

(when all you need is a GOOD pencil)

i

Over-the-counter copy services
'@ (for the GOOD stuff... multiple copies,

.

colored paper, thesis copying, transparencies,

resumes, enlargements/reductions)

Located on the 2nd floor, Room 205

Open Daily, Evenings & Weekends
826-4146
This is a University Center Service

ARCATA WORKS
A PROUD TRADITION

OF GOOD

GOVERNMENT

Past Arcata Mayors Alex Stillman, Julie Fulkerson, Dan Hauser,
and Thea Gast Support Current Mayor Victor Schaub

VoTE ABSENTEE!
Re-Elect Victor Schaub
Vote Tuesday, April 14th
or Vote by Absentee Ballot
Paid For By The Friends of Victor Schaub
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Simpson protest leads to scuffles, arrests
Q A protest over herbicide
spraying was peaceful
until a company truck tried

“I went out there to hear what they had
to say and seeif there were any
I could address,” Hamilton
“We don’t have a quarrel with them.
=
have legitimate concerns,” he

to drive through the crowd.

ing putin Roped
said Yurok tri

By Corole Audielo

by o

Indians is

colenber

aret

) Robbins.

'e would like to have some
ee

flared at what
emonstration against

studies of these chemicals done,” said

asa
-

ng of herbicides

Simpaon Timber Co.

Monday,

demonstrator
said she

—

when a

y a Simpson employee's pickup

The protesters represented

in-

gns for
cluthedin
California
tives
to Toxics, theGreen Party, Northern California Basketweavers and Gatherers’
Association, members of the Yurok tribe,

and HSU anthropology students meeting a class requirement.
students,

of HSU Anthropol-

ogy Professor Pat W
s 304
were given the option of attending the
protest as one way to fill an out-of-class
nts
activity requirement. Studewere
notified of Native American-sponsered acter
tivities throughout the semesand
were
to

two to attend.

McCovey, who teaches the course
with Wi
and isa Yurok tribe member, was also at the demonstration. There
were about 50
and 10-15 law
enforcement
at the scene.
Simpson public relations administrator Ryan Hamilton attended the protest
tened to the groups’ concerns.

Hupa tribe member Steve
Cemanewanns cheuted “What do you
want?
the spray .. When do you
want it? Now!” as they marched
up and
back near the entrance of Simpson's main
office in the Arcata Bottoms.
Protesters
spoke on the issue of herbipong, ieee fener ag hour before
the pea
vanished. At
ee
eon
ee
com
gates,
wa
rough tha Aatmchetwalars,
.
r
Susan Burdick of the Northern Califorprema aetagetg agen
Sy:
ciation

was

hit

truck
on her right thigh. woe

ckup

The’ Humboidt County Sheriff’s De-

t received a call from Simpson

reporting
an employee's vehicle
hit
By og tnd fits and being spt o, St
Pete Ciarabellini of the
8 office
said at the scene.
“I saw right when the truck hit her. He
(the driver) slowed down right about the
time
of impact. It just pushed her,” said
HSU environmental
politics junior Jason

Yurok tribe member Margaret Robbins Is pinned to the ground and

arrestedby

page 15 two Humboidt County sheriff's officers at the main entrance to Simpson.
See Protest,

Schaub, Lee and Butterfield lead
City Council race in election poll

Schaub apologizes
for his campaign ad
Oe doonete Sees

|

By Jeanette Good
HSU

student

Paul

“Tex”

Butterfield
could replace Arcata

Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub apologized Monday night to three City Council candidates
for
allegations he made in an advertisement in the
March 25 edition of The LumBerjack.
The ad, which was paid for by The Friends of
Victor Schaub, outlined the attitudes of candi-

dates Lou Blaser,
Moore and Carl Pellatz. It
stated that those
idates see Arcata as “a city
of long-haired, bike-riding, abs gp weirdos,
a city that values HSU students only for the
money they spend in local stores, and a city that
believes everyone is entitled to an opinion ... as
long as it’s the ‘right’ one.”
Schaub apologized at a candidate forum filmed
for Arcata Community Access Television. He
said he was sorry for “any implication
that the
three candidates directly expressed those attiCouncil candidate Pellatz, however, said he
believed Schaub’s apology was tongue-in-cheek.
He called
the ad an “an all-time
low in Arcata
tics.”
attiomen inPian
ve been caeeens by
members
of Concerned Citizens
for Arcata, whi
su
Blaser, Moore and Pellatz.
who align themselves with an

organization of activists, while at the same time

disavowing
any alignment with the attitudes
and

City Council candidates

Meet the Arcata

© Does the current City Council represent the citizens of Arcata?
Paul “TEX” Butterfield
—Mywholecampaignisaposiand
Te
eee
this
But
Arcata.
into
new

week's question touchesonthe

fact that students are not well-

of two
know on.
representI ati
tsand
Harmon
en
— Steve
stud
Dan Gjerde — who submitted
for city commita

tees and were not a

repre-

t reprecur- their local
— The i
Sam Pennis
will
people
the
trust
I
ives.
sentat
elected
Council was
rent
s
ed
seriou
and
orm
inf
an
make
who
tans
Arca
of
a
to vote in the last two choice.

;

nqnel es, Veen

Arcata City Council and only

me; it’s

Arcata committee. That’s not

will win.
Arcata

one student serves dn a City of

April
vote onee
or nt
abse

ened a majority of citizens

whose views are not repre-

acrimonious,

mosphere

healthy

contentious

14.

at-

that is most un-

wellfor the long-term

and will de-

feel
sented and who, therefore,

of the
being

eee
mane Taree
res
es
exacerbate
by actions such as its
ization

* 2
the —
sired.
more representative cou
will begin a healing process.

— To a
Dwain Goforth

ofsuchacandidatedoesn’tnec-

to achieve
disenfranchised even though _ tract from its
deuniversally
life
of
a
it’sbytheirownlackofinvolve-

large degree, yes. Certainly
majority of
more than the
other
their constituents (look at Con.

Local direct democracy
undue special interest
without
oe
e
or
representa
the best candidate for a
minority group is a member of

essarily meanothercandidates
arenot knowledgeableorsymissues.
pathetic of
elected
is
The
to lisofficialswho are

ten, understand and act. I conCouncil
the current
sider
regard,
this
in
+e
ynne Canning
Elleabet® Lee

Victor Schaub — This is

once again allow the people of
select
to ity
Arcataan opportun

Elizabeth Lee—Withthe
exceptionofmyself,thecurrent
Se
zens of Arcata.
that
on,
I guess
By definiti

means they are “representa-

tive.” The fact that the

me to fill the
council selected

Victor Green vacancy might
they felt a need for more

sales alice
my
mo’
citizens
the
pointment,
Ee

(nearly two decades ago) be-

a

y oo sees
” In
as
Benes
See
instances the
council
The
totally predictable.
representstheradicalleftsocialnerouniletaochy. imported

.Certainly,

Cari Pellatz — Unfortu-

throughout t
su
wholmingwupport
w
thee,: Arcata.
tte Tek their
to “take
ena
| attempt
=

Oe
issue peter to oabing
oeanties
final decision. Personal agen-

Councils

Arcata’s past City

To these people, Arcata’s
City Council is a group of wildeyed radicals whoseized power

ent, moder-

local, I hope

I am one of them.

Gary Moore — In most the council does not represent

nately, I don’t believe the
present council takesallthecitizens of Arcata into considerdecisions.
ation when
ty of the
It’s the

| tives, many of whom do not

represent them.
Asan
ate,

i.

stucauseof support from
dents who should not be allowed to vote in local elections
in the first place.
The facts are different.

an ironic question.
It would not haveevenbeen
two years ago, and it’s
® asked
because _
. onlybeingaskedtoday
of conservaa

and Bob
Lynne Canning
forward
Ornelas. I’m
it
ey ia 2
oe
fe come
pete resolsth

routine matters of city the citizens of Arcata when
individual councilmembers
administration and manageuse their office to promote
ment,thecouncildoesrepresent
the citizens. It fails totally, . personal political agendas in
however, when any matter is national and international

fromou

group, theabsence

the

current

the

The coming election will

ve support of the Hem
— It
Lou Blaser
the ity’ iewolvomnotst
aml
a
hots
of
s
y
majorit
ent
' res a
ere
re in the 100th oe
zens who have heretofobeen
an
res
ed
. Recent The polarization
process
in thelv
invo
council activities have awak-

_

of

of view.
points

isnot just about

This

Most

torhoods intreducing
eeitk
| themse
ne
lves and explaining their

av ckadants.?
veme irtssayticm Arcete 8 diaene are
ad
rere
r
areou
Where
The
.
the positive fora moment
fact is, no student servesonthe

elections.

thas
matters. A city
no powers and no businessin
repping semi penyors ahed
Arcatans o
insu
an
contrary views who have

level
elected state and national

officials for these purposes.

With this in mind, I believe

the present council has chosen
to represent only a segment of
in Arcata.
the people

to listen

Arcata City

das must not be forced on other
councilmembers or on the citizens.

.
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Part 5 of a 6-Bart series by Robert Britt, Community
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for the nuclear-

is a “true coun-
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he sees on the
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from page

nomics junior Andre

oar tieaeto-

back into the city
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povnpes qeeniened nol aw
berjack

interview

tefrom

frag-

t’s been

as one of the reasonshe will vote

mented,”

said.
He also said

Amber
politiWhaley, a

Laurie G

political actions.

a natural re-

sources planning and interpre-

tation junior, said she will also

vote for Schaub.

“I like his way of thinking,

,

she said. “I haven't di
he’s said in the
with an

:
Lumberjack so far.
HSU graduateand Arcataresi-

“I believe we should have

some student
City

tationon

Council,” she said.

Hsus

not all
said although

entslivein Arcata,they

are all affected in some way by

thecity’s policies.
said she may votefor

Butterfield, even though she
thinks some of his ideas seem

sponses in favor of his re-election.

With eight candidates vying

for only three seats, Pennisi

to the
would not be returned

“She represents issues I feel
are important,” Stewart said.
alsoan Arcata
Hans Catalano,

|= Among theundecided voters,
John Pettyjohn, who is part of
HSU’sOver-60Program,saidhe

new

§ Incumbent councilmember
Sam Pennisi was fourth in the
poll, with 18.5 percentof there-

.1 percent.

of the election in the
awareness
and gives residents,of
community
an idea
tes,

aswellas

munity service

Graham,

who

was having

doing this as a com-

ms

” he said

The poll was conducted usi

Sotant

trouble deciding between Lee,

a random-digit

ina candidate with
is interested

were read the
25, Respondents

liberal,
city. She

She sees those ideas was seventh, with 14.3 percent;
“way-out.”
as a sign that he is willing to try esti
ye
ag
ae

said the poll boosts

nation.

not issues facing the state or the

LouBlaser wasfifthinthepoll,
with 16.4 percent of the re-

sponses; Carl Pellatz was sixth,
with 14.5 percent; Gary Moore

Larson

whatdirection theelectionistak-

Butterfieldand

true to the poll.

the day the poll is taken.”

should be confacing thecity,
cerned withissues

counciliftheApril14voteholds

dentConnie Stewartsaid shewill
vane tes Seaaeenenean ee
eistiness. .

council

the

\

calscience

sponsoring the

winners in the election. How-

zone,”

free

hesaid.

said she’s going
the poll, said he likes what
Butterfield.
has to say and is pleased _ to vote for
Schaub
with his past

ant

if the April 14 vote holds true to

ow to

Cited the anti-Schaub
the mayor

as

“She knows

decided voters, eco

_Larson said that since 1978,

resident, said Lee

saidshe

on March 18-19 and March 22-

ve ideas for the following question: “Bight canfor the Arsaid she doesn’t didates are r

want to see any more population growth in Arcata.

cata City Counail. Hehe election
was held today, who would

= Joyanna Kessler, an unde- - vote for? You may Sean tor
clared freshman, said she will three.”
vote for someone who

community first and ons
“maintain things in Arcata the
way they are.”

;

ohn Westone ae.
a confidence level 5 pe roent
—

Alleight candidates for Arcata

City Council attended at least
one of
—
uring
More
ered in

the two studen
—forums
held
the past week at HSU.
than 100 students
gaththe Kate Buchanan

for almost two hours last Thurs-

day night to hear seven of the
candidates
speak on issues ranging from rent control to alternative techno
censorship.

As a volunteer fireman, Carl
Pellatz said “I’ve rs
spitless

to some

in

homes that you
live in.”
Every candidate
said although
there was peor

ment, they were

BE

yee

with

casandp<
eape
tor Ped
theas dty city —— encapt

“Tm not happy with the rela-

Pellatz said his campaign
isbeing remodeled
and he’s “using a very small
portion of that building.”
Moore, Blaser and Pellatz
blasted Mayor Victor Schaub for
his advertisement in the March

25 —
tl

and demanded

Ged

to Carl and

Sa notru
att ed ip eigenenion
Coundbecause
and
and HSU,"
HSU,” Butterfield
Butterfield
and I haveno evidence that any
“it te Celie Nghe onsaid,
students can’t
city committees. “Of all
of these three
tlemen have

dub ron
Arm Yoursell With Kaeo.
—
At one point, Lou Blaser
threatened
to leave after the audience booed and hissed him for
a comment about making the

city ty safer So.

city committees, there is only

one student.”

~—

A lively exchange near the
end of the meeting occurred
be-

3

tween Goforth and Pellatz.
Goforth accused Pellatz and the
Committee
for a Better Arcata of
not
—

PeRtr. Goforth

“I came here tonightin

tendency or

you've had a
hinge ate,

re mainly unsubstanti-

oar

es

This

continued at

Monday night’s “Candidates

community _ polarization,
posite ea
ech

Sto asked dealt with
Council making national
statements, censorship,
Pp, energy
conservation and women’s
" the

candidates

these views di-

ves that were listed

inmy ad.”

oe

luce an “Anybod
Gary,
—e
teabipar clucbar d-

Schaub, Goforth, Councilwoman Elizabeth Lee, Blaser,
Moore and Pellatz were not
future
in the

Arcata

Community

Forest.

Coundlman Sam Pennisi said

he would support future logging if it was a result of citizen
the forest
for the sake
of the forest, not for
or
tal income,” Pennisi

in HSU’s Advanced
Af
fairs Video Production.
All candidates
attended
except

. “I don’t see harvesting
fora

Butterfield.

Goforth said the rental of
Pellatz’s campaign headquarters

Hemp Fest West, ACAT, HSU
students’ voting rightsand plans
for Arcata.

~

were

rent control,
for
Goforth, who
he
wasn’t a “fan of rent control
ether” but would consider “mod-

Arcata Shell Petro Mart,
3197 Alliance Rd.

Students: Close to Campus!

est rent control.” Most candi-

eeks

ways

| =
Hot Dogs

3 for 99¢

protect
natural

valance

while

creating
sustainable

mployment

calls since the ad ap-

ybody

But’ bumper stickers, and
anonymously send
——
rials to media outlets,”
Blaser, Moore and Pellatz
alldenied association with the
“Anybody
but Victor”
bumper stickers, which were
created by Committee for a
Better Arcata.
te
ee with
stickers,” Pellatz
’t condone it.”
“Fines said because Citizens for a Better Arcata is not
his campaign committee, he
has no control over what it
prints
or distributes.
The three candidates said
they have no plans
to retaliate against
the ad.
“I refuse to lower m
to

Pe

received supporting

calls roan tberal Dextocrens
the exact opposite of what
the ad claimed hisee
gy
ins

dates were surprised
by the
content of the ad,
tical
science professor
William
Daniel said this kind of campaign tactic is not unusualin
small towns, including
Arcata.

Daniel said there has been
more emotion in this year’s
City Council election than
there _ been for several

wever,
in com)
Jontosumect
intact
end
in the 70s, he said the state-

“perticaarly
wid”
Daniel said the ad prob-

66,

is
against the City Cru
on
individuals,
and that
he will
stay focused
on the issues.
tz said, “We are not
to descend to that kind
,” he said. “T think
cmanalnicemuplantene

y

oo

ably won’t have any influence on informed voters.
“Ads like that are made for
those who aren’ t decided.
It’s
the
that might be
. You don’t preach
to the converted,” he said.

—
Welcome Students!

Environmental
Sciences

Majors

Diet
& Regul
12 ge
oz.

_eee

ll

Study and live in New
South Wales, Australia at
the University of
Wollongong for one
semester (Fall ‘92) at
HSU cost +

transportation.
(Jr. level and 2.75 cum.
GPA required)
Information and
Bill Arnett,

lications available from

iemens Hall 215

826-6189

Deadline to apply: Friday, April 10

ue
ee
-

a
Nee

a
eh gy

“T’ve received
a lot of sup-

Biology, NRPI, etc.)

a
6PACK

to

pried
of what it was
do,” Moore said.

(Geography, Geology, Env. Res. Egr.,

dates expressed
concern about

JULIE
Ge mrite

tion,’ sporting‘

ft

initiative.

Press Conference, *92” produced
for Arcata
Access

Television (ACAT) by students

are not the
“My
ones who've been
around questioning Pater.
triotism, an

Pen ink
the
meantto

_rae

= than he reported,” Goforth

tat

4koS Bo

affordable,
~ quality housing for

actu-

, or $2,350

since the ad was pr

eee

€

fo

ally doser to

eee

ee

to be $160 a month.
“What this means is that the

community residents.

Byer)
Brow

Apology

is worth $1,100 per month, and
its worth
Pellatz

race, candidates are exchanging verbal
blows in forums attended by students and

of integrity on his (Schaub’s)
The candidates said ty

ee

Candidate forums heat up
Q As mud starts flying i in the City Council
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Summer

3

Session!

Andrews

$285

3
3
3

Session!
Session!
Session il!

Faulk
Lee
Lee

$285
$265
$265

International Relations
Amer Political Dream

3
3

Session ill
Session |i

Adams
Adams

$285
$285

Legal Research

3

Session!

Burgess

$285

3

Session!

Psychology of Women

3

Session ill

3

Session!

Bio Basis of Behavior
Learning and Motivation

3
3

Session!
Session!

Social Psychology
Personality Theory &

3
3

Intro to

Pyschology

Human Development

$285

Dexter

Weinstein

$285

$285

Elmore

$285
$285

.Session Ili
Session!

Dexter
Weinstein

$285
$285

2

Session!

Sessions

$285

1

Session!

Sessions

Legal and Criminal Psych

3

Session Ili

Dexter

$285

Psych of Adolescence
Soc/Emot Probs of Child

3
3

Session!
Session!

Elmore
Langford

$285
$285

2

Session!

Sessions

$305

1

Session!

Sessions

3
3
3

Session!
Session!
Session!

Weinstein
Langford
Langford

$285
$285
$265

Session!
3
n!
Sessio
3
TBA
3
1 to

Weinstein
Langford
Weinstein

$285
$285
$95/unit

Wieand
Cannon

$05
$95/unit

Res

Intro Pysch Stat
Intro Pysch

Stat Lab

inter Psych Stats
Inter Psych

Stats Lab

Dyn of Abnormal Behav
Drug use and Abuse
Behavior Therapy
Prof Ethics for Psych
Family Therapy
MFCC Requirements

6/5-6/6
1
2 to 8 TBA

Sex Therapy
Internship in Recreation

Fundamentals of Speech

Fundamentals of Speech
Critical Listen and Think

Creative Dramatics Lab
Writing for Film and

Video

Writing for Film and Video
Teach Computer Comp: |
Teach Computer Comp: li
Read Meth & Mat for Elem
Mainstreaming
Lang Aris/Lit Indep Study 1
Classroom

Management

Teach Computer Comp: |
Teach Computer Comp:
General Zoology

ll

General Zoology
General Zoology

$285

Session ll

3
3

Session Ill
Session!

$285
Floss/Verlinden
$285
Coyne

6/1-6/17
Session!
Session!
Session Ill
Session Ili
Session |
Session Il
Session!
Session I!
Session!
Session|
Session Wt
Session |
Session Ill
Session |
Session it
Session |

Reitzel/Hyatt
Reitzel/Hyatt
Reitzel/Hyatt
Floss
Reitzel
Kuhnert
Kuhnert
Rosado
Kuhnert
Chew
Dusi
Ousi
Dusi
Dusi
Dusi
Ousi
Dusi

Session Ill

Adv Creat Tool Sell-Esteem2
Dramatics

Verlinden

$285
$285
$285
$285

3

1
Intercult Comm Workshop
2
Comm
Intercultural
1
Intercultural Comm
1
Lit
en’s
Oral Interp Childr
3
Child
Comm Behav-Early
3
Introduction to Sociology
3
ogy
Introduction to Sociol
3
Race & Ethnic Relations
3
Race & Ethnic Relations
3
Soc of the Modern World
Creative Tool Self-Esteem 2
Creative Tool Self-Esteem 2
Adv Creat Tool Self-Esteem2
Adv Creat Tool Self-Esteem 2
Creative Tool Self-Esteem 2
Creative Tool Self-Esteem 2
Adv Creat Tool Self-Esteem2
Creative

Rogers
Scharnberg
Yingling
Whaley

Session!
Session!
Session!
Session!

3
3
3
3

World Religions
Living Myths
Fundamentals of Speech
Fundamentals of Speech

$95
$285
$115
$285
$285
$285
$285
$285
$285
$190
$190
$190
$190
$190
$190
$190

Dusi

$190 .
$420

2

Session

||

Epperson

2

Session li

Epperson

3

Session!

Merritt

$285

3
1
1
3
2
to 3

Session 1
8/3-8/4
8/10-8/11
Call 826-37
6/29-6/30
TBA

Merritt
Hopkins
Hopkins
Beal
Martin
Beal

$285
$115
$115
$285
$190
$115/uni

1

6/22-6/26

Edwards

$05

1

6/22-6/26

McLoney

$115

= 1
2

6/2-7/3
Session |i

McLoney
Brusca

$115
$435

1
1

Session li
Session ||

Brusca
Brusca

Session is a sell-supporting program.

te schedule, contact
For more information, or to request a copy of the comple
es

t & Business Servic
Office of Extended Education, in room 211 of the Studen

Building. or call 826-3731.
Registration

Begins

May

1, 1992

Beg Drawing
Beg Rep Drawing
Beg Painting

Beg Photography

Inter Rep Drawing
Inter Photography

Advanced Photography
General Biology

General Biology Lab
Principles

of Biology

Principles of Biology Lab
Calif

Natural

History

Ca Nat Hist Lab (field trips)
Contemp Topics in Econ
Intro to Microeconomics
Intro to Macroeconomics

ist Year Reading & Comp
1st Year Reading & Comp
Critical Writing
Intro to Literature
Third World Literature
The Modern Tradition
Intro African Amer Study
Multicultt Persp Amer Soc
Ethnic American History

Intro Finance
Intro Finance

eGeea
AN
eEeGAeSaA
WWOK
NOOeEOeBG
WHOK
=| SH
NV OWOKWKWSKWHH

Government
Government
Government

American
American
American

Parke
Parke

description)
Cultural Anthro
Human Bio & Evolution
Human Bio & Evolution
Native American Indians
Native American Indians

Activity

S232

PSCI 110
PSCI 110
PSCI 240
PSCI 305
PSCI 412
PSYC104
PSYC 300
PSYC 311
PSYC 321
PSYC 322
PSYC 335
PSYC 337
PSYC 340
PSYC 340L
PSYC 406
PSYC 414
PSYC 418
PSYC 442
PSYC 442L
PSYC 438
PSYC 473
PSYC 655
PSYC 660
PSYC 680
PSYC 680
PSYC 680
REC 482
RS 105
RS 300
Sc 100
SC 100
SC 100
SC 100
SC 103
SC 320
SC 322
SC 322A
SC 323
SC 422
SOC 104
SOC 104
SOC 303
SOC 303
SOC 305
SOC 480
SOC 480
SOC 680
SOC 680
SW 480
SW 480
SW 680
SW 680
THEA 322
THEA 322L
THEA 304
THEA 585
TPMS 716
TPMS 717
TPMS 722
TPMS 776
TPMS 790
TPSS 701
TPSS 716
TPSS 718
200 110
200 110A
Z00 110L

Politics

and

Session!
Session’

ANTH 104
ANTH 303
ANTH 303
ANTH 304
ANTH 304
ART 1058
ART 105E
ART 106
ART 250
ART 323
ART 337
ART 338
BIO 104
BIO 104L
BIO 105
BIO 105L
BIO 306
BIO 306L
ECON 100
ECON 200
ECON 201
ENGL 100
ENGL 100
ENGL 101
ENGL 105
ENGL 305
ENGL 306
ES 101
ES 308
ES 324
FIN 310
FIN 310A
FREN 105
FREN 105A
GEOG 104
HED 400
HED 400
HED 405
HIST 110
HIST 111
HIST 210
HIST 391
MATH 040
MATH 040
MATH 040
MATH 044
MATH 044
MATH 044
MATH 094
MATH 103
MATH 104
MATH 105
MATH 107Y
MATH 1072
MATH 108
MATH 108L
MATH 109
MATH 115
MATH 115
MATH 115
MATH 222
MATH 222.
MATH 707
MUS 301
NAS 200
NURS 305
OCN 109
OCN 109A
PE 365
PE 475
PE 462
PE 535
PE S3SL
PE 560
PHIL 304
PHIL 304
PHIL 400
PHYX 105
PHYX 105.

(Detes)

complete

French Level |
French Level | Activity

Human Geography
Sound Mind/Sound Body

Sound Mind/Sound Body
School Health Programs
U.S. History to 1877
U.S. History since 1877
Europe-World Since 1700
Amer Reform Since 1900

Elementary Algebra
Elementary Algebra
Elementary Algebra
Intermediate Algebra
Intermediate

Algebra

Intermediate
Intermediate

Algebra
Algebra

Contemp Mathematics
Finite Mathematics

Calc for Bio Sci & NA
Math tor Elem Educ

Math for Elem Educ
Elementary

Elementary

Statisitics

Statistics

Lab

Calculus |

Algebra & Elem Functions
Algebra & Elem Functions
Algebra & Elem Functions
Intro

to

Biostatistics

Intro to Biostatistics Lab
Persp on Func-Sec Teach
Rock: An American Music
Indian in Amer History
Nursing Externship ‘
General Oceanography
General Ocean Quiz Sec
Adapted Physical Educ
Elementary School PE
imemship in PE
2
Motor Assesment Tech
Motor Assesment Tech
Phys Ed Indivs Severe Disal
Philosophy
of Sex & Love
Philosophy
of Sex & Love

Philosophic Sell-Exam

Conceptual Physics
Conceptual Physics Lab

HKHSSHAOHSHOOHHHHHKHHKHHSSBEONGCOCO

PSCI 110

People

2
1

33001
33002
33201
33003
33275
33005
33316
33328
33006
33317
33008
33009
33010
33138
33278
33279
33011
33139
33013
33204
33293
33021
33022
33280
33023
33281
33024
33303
33302
33301
33029
33141
33282
33283
33030
33036
33037
33038
33040
33041
33042
33044
33046
33047
33048
33050
33051
33049
33318
33052
33305
33053
33054
33055
33315
33319
33056
33058
33059
33060
33061
33142
33062
33276
' 33304
33230
33065
33143
33270
33069
33070
33271
33272
33329
33068
33208
33274
33074
33144

estelog for

HOS

PHSC 302
PHSC 302L
PSCI 104

$320

(See HSU

BHOKWKOH

33200
33300
33076
33077
33206
33207
33078
33079
33208
33081
33288
33200
33083
33084
33085
33086
33087
33146
33280
33287
33088
33001
33147
33090
33002
33005
33209
| 33284
33285
33286
33006
33306
33008
33113
33114
33112
33308
33307
33115
33116
33202
33309
33244
33101
33100
33102
33310
33311
33104
33109
33150
33153
33151
33154
33155
33158
33120
33170
33201
33202
33122
33123
33125
38126
33205
33273
33171
33124
33312
33313
33314

(Dates)

complete

description)
Sci of Light & Color
Sci of Light & Color Lab

Title

NOH

catalog for

Fee

Course

5

Title

Course

2242

Course

Course

HO8688

Course

Instructor

Session

Units

(See HSU

Smith
Session |
McMillan
Session |
McMillan
Seesion |
Smith
Session |
Session |i Smith
Morgan
Session |
§/20-6/10 Anderson
Van Zee
Session |
Lindquist
Session |
§/20-6/10 Anderson.
Lindquist
Session |
Lindquist
Session |
Brusca
Session |
Brusca
Session |
§/26-6/26 Bowes
§/26-6/26 Bowes
Walker
Session |
Walker
Session |
Chowdhury
Session |
Chowdhury
Session |
Chowdhury
Session |
Nordlof
Session |
Session Ii Nordlof
Session Ill Gotera
Session |i Gotera
Session Il Gotera
Session Ill Gotera
Smith
Session |
Kuhnert
Session |
Smith
Session |
Mortazavi
Session |
Mortazavi
Session |
Session Ill Budig-Markin
Session Ill Budig-Markin
Noltemeier
Session |
Session Il Shillington
Stull
Session |
6/15-6/26 Nelson
Murphy
Session |
Session Ii Murphy
McBroome
Session |
Murphy
Session Ill
Peterson
Session |
Binks
Session ti
Session Ill Garvin
Session Il Coleman
Session Ill Zink
Payer/Hong
Session |
Payer/Hong
Session |
Hunt
Session |
Session Il McConlogue
Session |
haag
Oliver
Session |
Session II Reiner
Reiner
Session |
Reiner
Session |
6/22-7/31 Johnson
Crocker
Session |
Session Il Leslie
Session Ill Lapp
Stautfer
Session |
Stauffer
Session |
6/6 & 6/13 Flashman
Ryder
Session |
Norton
Session |
Lilleskov
TBA
Session II Borgeld
Session Il Borgeld
6/22-6/26 Hopper
6/18-6/26 Rodearme!l

Cannon

716-7/10
Hopper
Hopper
7/6-7/10
6/24-6/25 Hopper
Session | Goodman
Session | Armstrong
Seeasion | Fletcher
Session Il Parke
Session I! Parke

a
88
8
288

:
348
348

$495
$285
$289
526

‘
§1¢
$9

$10

$415

WB

pr

The main alternative
to herbiying of forest lands,

hand

ree?

at all, is
of emaving

“Bernie
Bushy Sim
sald,
“herbicide
cide spraying
9
iro
costs
about $40-$45 per acre while
hand release costs about $200-

$400 per acre.”

ss eee
ce hericide spraying
is the most practical method to use. Hand-release methods using saws would
be dangerous for employees
working
ona steep slope, he said.
This year’s spraying
was com-

pleted last week on Simpsonowned land within the Yurok
reservation boundaries.
The herbicide Garlon 4,which
‘Simpson
applies by a combination of helicopter and manual

Pronone

apc

5162.

library available SY™posium set

— Chantal Fairon

The second annual Northis
A new reference library
Harbor seals
ere
Sas
and com
available ee
ymposium will be
H
in
interested
munity
in danger
held May 22-25.
tools
appropriate technology,
be
will
The symposium
that help people
and
The Humboldt Wildlife
g
near Santa
heldatOceanSon
withbecome more self-reliant w'
resiCareCenterisreminding
Rosa. Courses for all levels
out over-dependency on outpupseal
harbor
that
dents
including
given,
be
will
support.
side products and
ping season has started.
aromatherapyandayurvedic
e
The 100-volumSe.
Pups should notbe handled
medicine, which comes from
che Liate Technol
India and categorizes differ- _ andresidentscan call the venD aiweed Alli,loca
ance in Arcata and at the HSU_ent herbs for different types _ ter at 822-8839 if they find a
pup alone on the beach.
Library,hascompletebooksand _ of bodies.
erations forester Bernie Bushand
the Yurok Interim Tribal CounOe
oe
d
from about 500
The seg designated for
spraying
spread throughout
lower Klaeath River basin.
About 200 acres along each

side of the Klamath
Klas
River, as

on suspicion of trespassing. All

of the
Tiiciatisnniies
and felt the only actionit
could take at this
t was to

eth

liam Goodell,
Shull and
HSU political science lecturer

five aa

on their

own
A letter drafted by the Yurok

Interim Tribal Council and sent
to
about
two weeks ago

“requested that Simpson
find an
alternative method to growing
trees than with the use of herbicides,” according to Zuretti
Goosby, executive director for
the tribe.
In recent weeks, discussions
between Simpson resource op-

The Lumberjack—
Serving up news “a
every Wednesday

—

in

sent

letter

the

re

water and fish in the area.

Goosby

forward

Simpson

said the tribe “looks
with
working

to

on alternatives to ben-.

efitboth thetimberindustryand

:

p.m.

or disposed of

Sat. 8:30 a.m.-Noon

properly.

| | _ (by appointment)
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PIZZA

ae

095

CALZONE
Murphy’s new

Our large all-meat pizza
is loaded with Canadian
bacon, salami, Gallo
pepperoni, zesty —
pee
lin
oe game
gr
or

:

822-6380

| 1305 10th & L St. Arcata

54 LARGE

ore

=|
oo filtersand
materials are recycled | -

=

M-F 8:30 a.m.-5

the long-term impact on land,

Bat

B

That

the health of tribal membersand
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to

Goosby said.

Ustory Specta

Calzone is

Italian

stutfed with

provolone, mozzarella &
w™
cheeses, mushrooms, olives
and sausage, topped with sauce,

cheese
and green onions. Our new

family size calzories
serves 4-6!
Murphy's Pizza comes to you piping HOT from your own oven. Murphy's uses only the FINEST and
’
FRESHEST ingredients and plenty of ther! Why pay 4” to 7 more fora spereelytopped, col, soggy pa?

this coupon

Get 2
( °) HAIRCUTS for

the PRICE of 1
a une

eradition.

YOUR ORDER READY!

PIZZA

“Simply the Best”

Weed
Aa
FA
a

PIR

Sclowey
a (neareane
“anowrttiave, “Soonecateean

MURPHY’S

same
a
ee

ere
SST

a

Redwood Village
Bivd.
708 8. Fortuna
Fortuna, 725-9391

‘n’ Bake

Take

2 doors down from Los Bagels
One per customer — expires April 50, 1992

”

council is concerned for

Introd
‘Two come in with

826-125

Tire Pressure Checked - Chassis Lube
Cleaned
—
interior —

yin the Iever sentto || “Give Wour Vehicle Xho

Family &

berber

Oil and Filter Change - All Fluids Checked

deleted from the
hatchewasries

cerns

LUBE

ARCATA

mania

river oe
from one of aes:
the tribe's fish

ian Green

Shull.

in the best

cluding
can be
obtained from Rose at 668-

‘

il-

ar-

ove jjust wanted to have the
incident reported. We didn’t
want to take over Simpson,” said
Green Party member Stacey

Tens aoe

senior citizens is $35.

on herbs

“We came here for a peaceful
protest. We did not come here to
get mass-arrested,” Robbins
said.
Sheriff's Officer Wilkinson
said Susan Burdick and Margaret Robbins, Yurok tribe members who helped
coordinate the
test, were booked into HumIdt County a on suspicion

shut, demonstrators de-

A”BARBER
SHOP

90 1s $25, $100 for others ad

Alllance is lo-

monitoring requirements.

manded that more witnesses’
reports be taken and that the
driver of the truck be arrested.
Protesters then pushed
pe
9 the gate and five were

cae

admission fee for under
age

— Shantrin Lininger

New reference

repyparit

for
Alternatives to Toxics said
chemicals in the same family as
the active ingredient in Pronone
eee are known as “ready
eachers” — they go right
through the soil into the groundwater and rivers.
Of the 33,000 acres designated
as Yurok reservation
land, 27,000
acres are owned by Simpson.
Bush said Simpson has always
complied withall regulationand

’e front gate was

ce

.

are used
to con-

tac

The
toattend.

are

ine is
to register
The deadl
4, behind Artifaxclothingon
, ininforniation
More
1.
May
§
Plaza.
the
of
the south side

a.
regions,

—
Pat Clary of Californians

Kirkpatrick.
Kirkpatrick said Burdick
lled Mey, hey!” as the truck
Kept moving and she hit the
truck’s wadew with her fist.
After sheriff's officers took
statements
from three of the approximately 50 protesters
present, the crowd was warned
to leave or they would be arAs

|

15

Ayla Rose, coordinator of

cated at 761 Eighth
St., Suite

eee
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In pine-growing

© Continued from page 11
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Salmon season looking bleak
OQ Commercial and recreational salmon

the Klamath River basin to the

central valley for

quotas and guidelines will be set soon and

the worst case could mean no season at all.

ByEpTm person

cial support should be provided

The financially beleaguered
North Coast salmon fishing in-

dustry could:be faced with

no

commercial
season at all due to

inad
ers a

rivte water suppliesin
pestreams.

The Pacific Fishery Management Council, based in Portland,
Ore., will adopt
ent
guidelines for comm
and
recreational ocean salmon fisheries for this year at a meeting in
Milbrae, Calif., on April 10.
season
runs from May 1 through
August 15

Many stocks of chinook and
coho salmon
na
from
streams in Calllecnia, Gregor
and Washington are projected
to be at very low levels in 1992.
Salmon have been hit hard by
worsening freshwater habitat
conditions coupled with poor
— a
of the three options
considered by the seummeatt
eliminate ocean sport and commercial fisheries off the West
Coast for the entire season.
Even the most liberal option
would drastically curtail ocean
fishing.
Last April, the Humboldt
County Board of Supervisors
requested the state and federal
government subsidize
area fishermen for lower quotas. The letter requested that “direct finan-

to commercial fishermen for reduced allocations.”

Although the board did not
ve a specific amount in the

, it will continue to pursue
the —
to alleviate the
The PFMC, which advises the
states of Idaho, Washington,
n and California on fish-

ing conditions, makes recom-

mendationsto thedifferentstates

about possible solutions to fishi

ee

roblems.

n Coon, staff officer for the

con-

tributes to reductions in fish

ee

ce

ied & tallies

wr

levels in the Klamath basin,”

Lesh said.
~ In 1991, there was a substantial reduction in the salmon
catch. The DFG set a quota of
s of salmon to be
15,000
the mouth of the
from
harvested
ArogoinnorthCape
to
Eel River
ern Mendocino County. Howpounds of
ever, only about8,000
salmon were actually caught.
George Daniels, a Eureka
who has been
salmon fisherman
fishing since 1967 said heisdone
with salmon fishing.
“We're through basically,” he

PFMC, said in a telephone inter-

said. “How can the fishermen

view from Portland that the

win?”

council will
act to cut

even

further on salmon fishing, but
would not specify how much or
what areas will be affected the

most. Coon did say he would

make recommendations
for subsidies for fishermen who will be

affected by the low quotas.
Since 1985 the salmon indus-

try has taken a sharp decline in
revenues, according John Lesh,

marine biologist for the California Department of Fish and
Game

(DFG).

In 1985 the salmon indus

fished two million pounds
the Pacific Northwest, which resulted in $6 million in revenues

for Humboldt County. After
1985, quotas were implemented
becauseof the smaller quantities
of salmon available.
Lesh said water diversion
from

Jimmy Smith began fishing

with Daniels, and now owns his
own vessel which is docked next
to Daniels’ at Woodley Island
Marina in Eureka.
“Right now we should be
” Smith said.
salmon
be moving out
will
boats
Some
restricsalmon
of thearea where
tions are less severe. But both
Daniels and Smith have smaller,
privately-owned vessels which
would
have difficulty making
the journey.
Daniels is limiting his fishing
to
traps for dungeness
crab off the coast and is considgiving up fishing entirely.
though nobody knows how
drastic the quotas will be this
year, Humboldt County fishermen fear they will face another
bleak season.

Asian Gypsy moth
invades Northwest
By Jove Congonce
The discovery of the Asian
——— is causing concern in

The

Humboldt County as well.

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) barred ship-

s
rian logs to the North Coast last fall due to
of Sibe
ment
from the
concern moths might enter the U.S. on log shipments mont
h in
last
former Soviet Union. The moths were
ship
Washington and had attached themselves to the cargoWashthe
for
er
offic
ion
itself, said Mary Beth Lang, informat
ington state Department of Agriculture in a telephone inter
view.
Lang said the Asian gypsy moth is different than the
| European gypsy moth, which established itself in the 1970s
throughout the Pacific Northwest, including Humboldt
County.

Through detection and early treatment, the spread of the

European moth was thwarted in Humboldt Courtty, said

HSU forestry professor Brooks Sibley.
When established, moth populations can destroy large
areas of trees and other vegetation by eating their leaves.
than
y moth more a
What makes the Asian
the European is the capability of the female to fly. It can easily
travel 25 miles and deposit eggs, Lang said.
Siberian ports are near forests, and because the Asian moth

is attracted to light, it probably flew from the nearby forest to

on it, Lang said.
port and deposited the
a ship in the
ae
er for Schmid uer Lumber in Eu‘ Anderosson, forest
Mark
reka, said the ban on imports of logs from Siberia to Humuse the moth could
boldt County is a moot point now
come attached to any type of cargo on board a ship.
The county is in immediate danger of getting the Asian
moth from Washington or Oregon, via transportation of
machinery or equipment, or directly from Siberia, on board
ships that come into Humboldt Bay, Anderson said.
Schmidbauer joined with Louisiana-Pacific Corp. in importing a test shipload of Siberian logs last year in an attempt
North Coast timber reto find a substitute for dwindling
sources.
The Asian moth’s ability to fly makes realistic its sudden
appearance in Humboldt County, said John Falkenstrom,
agriculture commissioner for the USDA in HumboldtCounty.
He said the USDA is “very concerned” about the moth
tting established in Humboldt County, which he said could
ve heavy economic impact. He said the county's lush

See Moth, page 17
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ae
as
moth with a good habitat.
vegetation would

to approve spending
Russ Anderson

e obviously can’t stop in-

A ballot measure set for the

and kill
to be designed to detect

voters toapprove thecity’s plans
for usin + lowdnebaie, handi-

the implicaif we're
said. “But

s.

ve to set processes that don’t

California State Law requires

Union to enter ports during the
moth
spring, when Asian
are readyto

state

said the W:

with Lee.

said he would like to
money directed not at

ia t ot society, but to

including low-income hous-

ro or saben

a portion of property taxdollars Critics of the plan say it is too
itsap lit of broadand imprecisein
collected in the 25
Arcata which makes up the cation of funds and doesn't

oe

ae
eee
guid nes that forbid
way from the former

ae

copeed fed elderly housing

going to al w trade, we will
allow the pest.”

CityCouncil candidate Dwain

will ask Goforth
April 14 city elections

the moth while on board ships.
an

tion to the measure,

an

for politicians.
measure

said. But he said a system needs

dian

pe

pp

e the

wea Laws) THE LuMeeruacx |

Forest Service estimates that theif
stop
ote Aan Pe

Arcata Community Development Area be set aside to provide housing for these groups.

low citizen participation after
of the measure.
passage
against the
argument
The

lected. In order for these funds

ballot says it “puts the cart be-

So far,

besten ea

on the

has been col- measure thata
$600,000
a plan must be

ie

ee

ee

ae

concern
e
x
p
r
e
s
sn
gument
| WORE OF He VOar | eineballotckecomrtion
teoudemmiceynce
measure states that over the lack of a specific loca$blion,

than

Lang said
established,

tha Aaien nati quanto
cated. The Pacific Northwest

pproved by the voters, accord-

lack of a concrete

e ar-

the city wants tousethefundsto _ tion for the housing and the lack

of the Year” by
Vera Ryerson (left) was named “Woman

the Humboldt County Commission on the Status of | construct,developoracquireup
for the
| Women. Sharon K. Ferrett gave the award to Ryerson at | to 250 units of

of a plan to mix the
funding for elderly, handi-

and low-income.
doesn’t have natural predators, | the Natural History Museum In Arcata Friday. Ryersonis | elderly, handicapped and low- cap ed m concerned
there is no
asinSiberia,tohelpcontrolmoth | begt known for her Yurok and pine needle basket work, | income.
willbe
money
planiaidouthow
would
measure
, the
if
from
manner, a skill she learned
woven in the traditional

the See

in

ae

ingtonso far is the $19 million
program
spent foran
to locate and control the pest.

9

her mother. She has spent the last 20 years teaching

:
basket weaving techniques nationwide. Examples of her |
work are on display at the museum.

Students who make a difference
When Dr. Betances was here, he said cultural diversity ‘is
creating coalitions of interest’ instead of ‘coalitions of color.’
From March 1-11, many students worked on and presented “A

Celebration of Culture.” We had an opportunity to reflect on

the contributions of other cultures in our society. We laughed,
held hands, cried, shared success, and worked together. This

of cultural diversity at Humboldt State
was the b
University and these are some of the people who helped to
make it happen.

Choden

Namgyal

Bin huteohmig, ohn enon
Ext Gloria Vargas, Jeanette Gross
Pablo
Porence,

[Rites

| PY

i nocea, nde kn, Unvety Cat, rd asec Epes

eros.

to
units, which is in
vide the maximum deenes of
housing. If the measure is de-

feated, the money could go toward other housing programs
like single-family housing,
whichis
more expensive to
build
and provides less housing units
per dollar, said City Manager
Alice Harris.
“me
Councilmember Elizawrote the
tin
favor of the eeaiene, wie ita
“wise investment of
lic
funds.” Lee also wrote that eli-

gible seniors, handicapped
and

young families deserve the help
the measure would provide.
“What the communi
needs
is affordable ho
said.
She is “stunned” that there is

a
Cary Moor

candidate

on supports lowincome housing, heages he’s
concerned the
lic won't be
let in on all the plans of the mea-

sure. He said the public should
be informed on all aspects of the
measure in order to make an
informed choice.

“l’m in
t that socety should do something about
low-income housing,”
said
council candidate Lou laser. At
the moment, Blaser said he is
neutral on the measure but has
concerns about it.
on the
The measure a
] 14 city elecballot in the A
another meation along wi

sure proposing cany

tribution limitations.

con-
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Learning
to

COPE
OQ Experts say
stress can be a
motivator or health
threat, depending
on how people deal
with it.

need
to cope with stress,
but subco
y their actions
may dictate otherwise.
People will read up on stress,
Warner said, but when it is time
to do something about it they
become very a
ve. She
blem
said this is the main
when dealing with stress.
People who don’t try and com-

bat stressmay face a
of heart attacks, high

By Ehogoare Rese

risk

blood pres-

sure, ulcers, rheumatoid arthri-

tis, colitis (inflammation of the

In students’ fast-paced
lifestyles, with midterms over
here, research papers due over
there, not to mention finances,
relationships and chores
around thehouse,
they can find

themselves easily stressed out.
“You
can identify

u lose control,”

stress when

said Lynn

arner, HSU associate
sor of health and physical education. “Everything is going on
around you, but
can’t get
anything done. People don’t
want to admit that they are
stressed and wait too long before they get help.”
Warner regards stress as the
“silent killer”
which she said is

a leading cause of cardiovascular disease, which in turn is re-

sponsible for the increased rate
of heart attacks. The human

body’s defense mechanism —
the immune system — deteriorates as stress is sustained and
not treated. This condition can
leave the body vulnerable to
such serious
illnesses as cancer.
ofall doc“Almost80 percent

tors visits are either directly or
indirectly

added

related

to stress,”

Warner.

“Emotional stress is the most

difficult to deal with,” Warner
said. She said on a conscious

the
level people can understand

“Almost 80
percent of all

doctors visits are
either directly or
indirectly related
to stress.”
LYRH WAR
MSU apeociate professor of
Tae

intestine) and death at an
ier age.
Warner said people unconsciously develop coping skills,
themwhether it be rewardi

selves, indulging

th

vesina

hobby or just plain relaxing. To
deal witha stress problem,
people
what level
should first
of stress that they are under.
Warner identified four levels

of stress. Symptoms at the first
level include being sweaty for no
reason, anxiousness, heartburn,
headaches, increased heart rate,
irritability, worrying, crying and
guilt feelings.
Symptoms at the second level
of stress include a quivery and
upset stomach, stomach cramps,
diarrhea, shaking for no reason,
feeling
a lack of control over one’s
life, anger, insomnia, chronic

headaches, unwillingness to
share distress and developing
leg
cramps at night.
Level three symptoms include
depression, wanting to sleep
more,
rage, not ea
doin
things
half-heartedly, low selfesteem, hating work and school,
acne problems and loss of sexual
desire.
Stressful conditions may escalate to level four, which can manifestitselfin severe physical symptoms, including heart attacks,

rheumatoid arthritis, ulcers and

colitis.
' When sympto ms of stress are
identified, Warner said there is a
need for a
in time mant to include
the consumption of a healthier diet, by
backon sugar, saltand

foods. oe
ing on

ag

run,” rather

“eat-

taking

out to eat mealsat regularly
time
scheduled times. She

Coking
weil, to

ah

fine fm
reduce stress.

minutes
of 20 r
exercisela
Regu

* Set time aside
to relax.

* Try a hike through the forest or some
other kind of physical exercise.
« Eat a healthier
diet, cut back on
sugar, salt, processed foods, alcohol,
tobacco
and caffeine.
+ Eat meals at regular intervals rather
than
on the run.
on Health,” Dale Hahn and Wayne Payne
Foous es:
Sourc

and HSU Health Professor Lynn Warner

Caffeine may aggravate stress symptoms
and feel the

By Dioscoro Recio

toperform,

insomnia, increased respiration,

confusion, irritability, muscle
twitches and decreased performance on the job are all symp“Especially during finals time,
o get their early morning
jump start, many people tune you will see increased sales of | toms of coffee toxicity. This is
otherwise referred to as overip their engines with a cup of stimulants like Vivarin and Noconsumption.
coffee, but can only maintain a Doz,” she said.
Caffeine, a mild stimulant, is
few hours to the cupful before - Mendenhall said she thinks
not
only found in coffee, but in
many people who rely on coffee
they hit the skids.
candy bars, sodas, pain relievin their daily ritual are not in
SU Substance Abuse Reers, diet pills, tea and cold remtouch with what exactly they
source Center coordinator
Leona
_edies.
are
doing
to
their
health,
espeMendenhall said caffeine is the
on cially those who consume over ' Tolerance can be achieved afthird highest addictive
ter high intake or use overa long
two cups of coffee a day.
one behind alcohol,
ch
period of time.
Increased heart rate, high
s the list, and nicotine.
ts, itis
However, when one
blood
pressure,
nervousness,
“When students are stressed
likely that withdra
sympSPECIAL
TO THE LUMBERJACK

the need
for caffeine is increased,” Mendenhall said.

toms will set in.

“Coffee is OK in moderation, but the

best advice, just like any drug, Is to stay
away from

it.”
Substance Abuse Resource Center coordinator

It is
stand that

t to underuse
a product

is labeled decaffeinated, it

doesn’t necessarily mean
doesn’t contain caffeine.

it

“Coffee
is OK in moderation,

drug, ia to stay away

Mendenhall said.
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By Noo! Martin
Sharks
have gotabad reputa-

tion from movies like “Jaws,”

butonegroupistryingtochange

that.
(Cha

the public’s

tion of

of the California Shark Protec-

_ The

(CSPCG).

tures and slide presentations.

canizationdedicatedtothecon-

educateprimaryand cperpe'o! f

tion and Conservation Group

isthe main focus

group will be educating

the public with seminars, lec-

= The CSPCG isanonprofit or- They are currently beginning to
servation of sharks, skates and

schools on the subject of shar

rays, otherwise known as elas- _ life history.
mobranchs.
‘Research and education are

= The group started as a cam-

our most important tools. The

for — es be a

_

‘The media has

pus club at HSU and has retly branched out to a 125hana
“The

given the public

ireelined Gr urgle tneedtotake

_ “Themediahasgiven
the pub-

that all sharks are

and habitats neo,
—_Tenment

saauite weukaeieign.”

like ‘Jaws.’ This isn’t
true — the attack
rate is extremely

CSPCG
The CSPCG

“

the

per ception

low.”
MARK

MARKS

HSU special major senior

dea forthis

formed when

precautions to keep our envioe

major senior and president of

is the second
group of its kind in California.
“We
have asister
group in
Santa Cruz called the
c
Shark Research Foundation. We
will be working in conjunction

_ the survivalof the white shar:

, other
me coddaetd marine
species,”

ee Peat

Tiletes't —

ws

—

Marks said. “In actuality most
attacks
occur in other countries,
not in U.S. waters.” .
“The

is really going

strong aa wis doingae
good things for
as we
as marine animalsie by betaling
the post-‘Jaws’ syndrome,” said

with them on many projects,”

See Sharks, page 21

Marks said.

| Marine lab to open doors to publicHSU’s Telonicher Marine ~
Laboratory will have an open
house this weekend to show
people what there is to “sea” at
the facility.
Visitors to the Marine Laboratory, located in Trinidad,
can tour
the facility, view displays, touch
some specimens,
and watch
sentations, such as “Ice-breaking
behavior of Bowhead
les.”

The open house is from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Saturday, and from 9
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Sunday. The

Dancer
S59

~

5..

Crossftre

tations, coordinated by
thestudent Oceanography Club,
oo
at 10 a.m. with
ns Papculagy” (the study
of seaweed). The ice-breaking of
bowheads will be deceased at
11 a.m. both days.
HSU’s Marine Laboratory
memorializes Fred Telonicher, who

came to HSU in 1927 and served
a 40-year tenure as a professor
of wildlife and zoology.
Telonicher conceived of and
helped start HSU’s integrated
rae

in natural resources.

e Telonicher Laboratory is
used for classes in oceanography, biology, fisheries, geology
and environmental systems en— ng. A 16,
foot
ding on a half-acre, it overlooks the ocean from a bluff. The
nearby shoreline affords students the opportunity for field
work.
The lab also anchors HSU’s
diving
, which conducts

and classes.

Talks sceduled

for open house
Saturday
include

topics will
ite shark

conservation and protec-

tion,” at noon; “Law of the
sea treaty,” at 1 p.m.;

“Scientific diving at HSU,”

ae

oe (also Sunday, 2

m.); “California Grey

es,” at 3 p.m.; and
ion mystical narwhal, ” at

m.
Sunday's schedule
begins
“Unique
aspects of the Humboldt
fared at 10. a.m. and.
es
c

evolution of Trieidad,”"at

poony “Ocean monitoring
ject,” atl p.m.; and

onal student ex-

change and international

Programa” at3 p.m.

(We do
do iit all! ) 4
Check

white wiatt
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Stress
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© Continued
from page 19

a day for at least three days a Services.
their limits
week can reduce stress levels dividual
nal
and have good in
ee
as comcommunication,as
i Making prioritized lists of munication with others.”
Sligh said she believesif
to do can also prove benefidal in becoming more orga-

their
become
more realistic
s and restructure
time for

“We have to learn to just say
no sometimes, so we can allow
time for ourselves to do things
we want todo and not things we
have to do,” Warner said.

to
turned into a positive catal
ty
to
further enhance one’s
achieve greater motivation, creativity and productivity.

nized.

‘SonntKennedy, 06

_ Kennedy became iovelved
Pp)

tout Ma
i ibarka

rhe

sheheard

trong

that stress
can be

of =" nl also |

vit ePreer
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cxnetnto cow of
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wk
“

‘

eh
- aeThecharkbody yatunped
back into the ocean.” he said.

fit in with yi

MATRIX FLEECE

re, : Erne
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“The white shark is:
vital part of the marine

.

‘food phi on the

= The next CSPCG

general
:

. Jneeting
is tomorrow at

a

ecosys-

niped (seals and —
web. in healthy balance,”

Extraordinary wicking on the inside,
cotton comfort outside. Patagonia’s
new Matrix Fleece is a bi-component
fabric that merges Capilene*-treated .
polyester with 100% cotton. Sweat and
dry, Cardigan and Pullover

p.m. -

ar

“Members receive monthly

- newsletters,a bumper sticker,
current updates on these animals and the op
ty to
be a part of shark survival,”

1563 G Street « Northtown Arcate > 626-0851
All trademarks referenced helong to Matagunia, Inc,
OPatagonia, Inc, 1992

Marks said.
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FOR HERE OR TO GO
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6—9 p.m.
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Tim Wilson

Thursdays
Thad Beckman
April 4 — Neal Gladstone (9 p.m.)
—
8,9 — Peter Ostrusko

April 12
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Special
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a large
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°Ve.
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ARCATA, CA

822-2911

an or Meat

¢ Sierra Nevada,
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this weekend at

This weeks Headliner...

Kal Clark

Opening Act: Keith Stubbs
Mad River Saloon & Eatery

Show starts at 10 p.m.
Reservations Accepted

$5.00 coverc

21 and over ¢ 822-

BREWERY
O07)

S26-BREM

Q Papa John Creach saved the galaxy with some funky

blues licks on Thursday, when Jefferson Starship
landed at the Brewery with a sci-fi sound devoid of

originality and style.

By Peter Narensky
LUMBERJACK
ST.

Jefferson Starship is lost in ee
, played two
the Starship
Last Thursday
hours of some of the most generic, commercialized rock to disgrace the North
Coast this year.
g of originality,
a remnant
even
kin
Lac
science-fiction
theband’sselfasa stroll through
sound is as interesting
the Eureka Mall.
If not for Papa John Creach, theevening
$20 for
of te
a total was
would have been
the 500 fans packed into the hot and
humid Humboldt Brewery.
ivethe
six songsinto
The crowd cameal
t
stse
sfir when Creach
witha multi-colored leather hat,
on
shaking and moving his aged

frame to a funky 12-bar blues.

Creach played a psychedelic violin,
scales up and down
pentatonic
with dizzying speed.
the

Creach stared into the crowd with a
feel. His music
all could y
soulful intensit
heart, and his
the
t from
comes
violin

csareraw energy witha

The rail-thin virtuoso
blues
Movin,” a traditional
“I’m
opens with
a that awakened the audience
from the slumber of the Starship minus

was
The highlight of the evening
“Someof
n
Creach’s Ore Sca
where Over the Rainbow,” dedicated to
his wife. His version of the song was

ieee

acer

genius in the same vein as Hendrix's
Banner.”
version of “The Star S
Creach played the haunting melody of
“Over the Rainbow” with slow deliberation. Then suddenly, he would explode

with
es
of the song
the nofmal boundari

rapid ascending and ene scales,
crux of melodic feedfinally reaca hing
back, then returning to the original

melody.

Other

than Creach, the Jefferson

a vehicle adrift in medioccrowd was noticeably bored
group minus Creach, and only
fans were able to dance to the
noises erupting out of the
8
s muddled
leader and
tner, the spiritual
“captain” of the Jefferson Starship, looked
like a relic from Woodstock. His simplissunremark
tion
tic three-chord creawere
able at best.
— “We Should Be
‘ Kantner
with a vague message
ogether,” a
of unity ‘hot was lost in the feedback of
the over-driven Brewery
version of
The group’s hardCrosb , Stills, Nash and Young’s
Ships,” along with “Ride
“Wi

an
rity.
with the
about 20
iercing

Tiger,” were the two best songs of the
night, not including Creach’s perfor-

mance.

Jefferson
classic “Wooden
cal talent
of singer

voice was the best

8 rendition of the
” utilized the

‘Darby
Gould.
Gould's
Starship,
on board the

and she harmonized well with Kantner

PHOTOS BY MATT STARY/ THE LUMBERJACK

After more than 20 years, Paul Kantner (top left) still practices his craft with the

Intensity of a young musician. Jefferson Starship (top right): Paul Kantner, Jack

Casady, Darby Gould and Tim Gorman. Papa John Creach (above) plays some
the
Overre
funky 12-bar blues. Creach’'s solo performance otf “Somewhe
Rainbow"was the highlight of Thursday night's show.
on the
“In

s 1970s hit “Ride the Tiger.”

spaceshi — ex easae ra ary beiet mosailed the oceans
ment a
in an effort to
said
ofour planet,” Kantner
explain Jefferson Starship’s science-fic-

tion theme.
’s two-hour
Near the end of the
Kantner read “For the Good
of All,” appem by Renee Castillo. Castillo
was a revolutionary killed in Central
America by the CIA, Kantner said.

“Touch this love, for underneath a

man burns sweetly for the good of all,”

Kantner read. The band used the poem
as an introduction for the song
“America.”
Jefferson Starship is a band searching
for
Using themes of social injustice and science fiction, the Starship
makes a shoddy attempt to break free of

the black hole of generic rock that has
group for over a decharacterized the
cade. Once again

ed.
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Simon’s ‘Rumors’

has makings of
typical sit-com
QO “Rumors,” by New York playwright Neil

Simon, will have its final showing Sunday at
8 p.m. at the North Coast Repertory
Theater.
drool, much to the dismay of
their wives.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

“Rumors” is about an anni-

“Rumors,” thenew Neil Simon
at the

in Eureka, has

Theater
Te

of a television sit-com. And

party that turns into a

fiasco. The hostessis missing and

the = has shot himself in the
ear.
guests are an aspiring

senator
and his flirtatious
wife, a
psychiatrist,a cheery,airheaded
television cook, and a some pretentious married yuppies.

Sounds funny, right? Well, ithad

<i]

the first
:

-

he

ay

SI
ANY

is

with
bickeri

<<]

FESPOnese trom Claire (Phyillie Pederson) end
of Nell Simon's farce “Rumors.”
Production
Theater
Coast
Lenny (Del Jones) in the North

lowness of the characters
—onesided caricatures of people and
their outlandish
ties
which were only good for a few

I didn’t care about the characters because I was never given
the
ty to know who
were, or if they had any
fee.
for anything besides
aot

What are you afraid of?”

When the
tigate the
ters lead

without entertainment.
Phyilis
Pederson
and Del Jones
gave
enttitia peletmnnanelGeie

failed.
It failed because of the shal-

wever,: as

the play

dragged

on toage:th mat ania silent ors
was co
up for whom, or

whose
way.

got hitin the drive-

came
to inves, the characon a wild goose

on

oi

plaza,

Happ Hour
M-Th
Friday
Bud or Henry's -—
Anchor Steam
or Steelhead

5-8p.m.
4-9 p.m.
pint
ass
75¢
$1.50
$1.25

Kamakazi or Peppermint Schnapps

$2.25

As she sang the line from a
Guns ‘n’ Roses song,
hair reminds
me of a warm
whereasa
child Ilied,”
“safe
Iknew that Sandra Bernhard
was
at HSU for a lot more than just
comedy.
Thelaughs
were there all right,

shot the guy! He shot himself!
The play wasn’t com

y

pitcher

$3.25
$5.25

but
wae
thoughts

were merely the combeen tying together the
tossed around between
and the largely female
audience.
“Tm here to talk to you, and
share with you my feelings, and
tell
what I think of yours.”
37-year-old
, comedian and actress addressed a
m
of
ranging from
her political views to what
Se
ne

The show, titled “Comedy,
Music, and More,” could have

more

We can't keep a secret. It

ee
ee
that Kinko's is the placeto
find a lot more than just

$1.25 a shot

provided a few good
“Rumors” plays tomorrow

Sunday
at 8 p.m. Ticketsare$9
ad
and
$8 for
students. For more information
call 442-6278.

Within the

Bernhard

tely been titled,
with Sandra.”
five minutes

herself upand

shared with
the audience her
account of how she met her lat-

, Bernhard told of her

tne fashion shovr with alfof the
there

tin

Buffering trom jet lag, she

ite jumpy.

, a alltielit ledgy?"
e
As
if
te
fake
the
burden off
herself of carrying the whole
show, micro
were placed
in the audience
so people could
come upand ask questions
“qui-

et!

with dignity.”

this pointin the show,many
people had already been shout-

oo whenever they felt like
it, but once she asked for questions, no one came up to the

Finally one woman
asked
a question t,o asgetwell
theas and
balrecame from
direcTa Ges ween aed ber
. sing “Ha
Birthday”
to a
sae: anbier tubad tet iews

kiss — only after

it dear

that she was not a lesbian.
Bernhard
obliged and kissed the
woman.
Later, acoteet ome
ee
eet
maa
he ceare
she could have a kiss, and if not,
a handshake. Bernhard
and shook the woman’s
hand.

Bernhard
went on to ridicule

eis

@

and Lenny Ganz,
a cynical, outcouple.

lous, I wanted to yell out, “Just

tell them the truth, none of you

f

)

|

chase of
and mistaken identity.
It got so ridicu-

Bernhard: More than mere comedy

Sidelines Sports Bar

|

WAC

Cookle’s (Sandy Grimm) spasm

By Tote Cente

"the

o ae 4

its moments, but ultimately, it

marrie

couples,
(so much,
in fact,
aera

ain

was heavy on the mind of
. Over and over she

os

“Are“Ace you
kee
ven

ans
sure you're
not a

Why do all seebiens Stoke like

”
"Berthard
reaction
seemed
a
little bit homophobic,
but taken

See Comedy,
page 26
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‘Saucy’ ballet bringsss Latin spirit to HSU.
Q ‘From somber to saucy,’ CenterArts
presents New York dance company Ballet
Hispanico on Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Van
Duzer Theater.

the Latin
owaias

Hispano at

uae

p-m. at Van

eater,

Ballet Hispanico, a dance
company from New York City,
has been described
asa thrilling
combinationof “rawtalent,
passionate
rmance and sensuous intelligence in motion.”
Thecompany
will perform various dance numbers
—
7?
the many diverse
According to Beverly Hanly
of CenterArts, Ballet Hispanico
isacknowledged
as thenation’s
preeminen t
American

“Voneedlanrberw
Vv
artistic
ertetie
director Tina Ramirez fuses bal-

isknown

nationwide, the school is the

“bedrockof Ballet

=

oh
its

grim , tnd
the company

Oper
ation High Hopes, which
onal training
ior sleibammane tooo

es

evelop

ties for

“Hallet Hispenicoco

provides.

provides a
of professional

full pr

sorepenel
popularity ofof thethe com we
due to its
and shall but
also toanin
vienaiteted
North
American
public.
“Ethnicity is no
some-

dance instruction for thousands

thing to look down on,” she said,

formers have been drawn froma

“but to cherish as an
rtant
contribution to the richness of
this culture.”
Ramirez
created
Ballet
co in 1970 ace tthe operation o
io
a her retin
dance
teacher, Lola Bravo. In just five

let, modern
and flamenco styles
years, thedancecom
yuan
with influences
of Mexican folk to tour nationally pry spd
formed for more than 1
dance, Hanly said. Ramirez
le in 31 aa a6 Soot
drawson her own rich heritage
Sain, Italy, France, Venezuela
from her Puerto Rican mother
and the Caribbean, accordingto
and her father, a Mexican bullrelease.
fighter, to infuse her profes- “a
Hispanico’s executive
sional dance company with a

of young people each year, most
of whom are minorities
and come
from economically disadvan-

taged backgrounds. The perof ethnic backgrounds,
ing European, Asian and
c.
Young

oe

to develop their full poten
The school
otes an a
ciation of North America’s
panic population and
ens
ao in its cultural heritage,
a
$15 and can be
at The
Worksin
Eureka and Arcata, the
New Outdoor Store in Arcata

and the University
Ticket Office.
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Don'tbe a fool... Show up tonighiil

Margaritas
Pina

Coladas

Strawberry

Daiquiris

Hurricanes
Watermelon
Freezes
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bas'60'S GSP:
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Wednesday 4/1 9:30p.m.-1:30a.m.

2
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“ath
Efi

Teddy Taylor

g if

stitl _f ai| rei]

Teddy Taylor

nies tere .

April Fool’s
Day Dance

Sun

5

KO:D'O:5

Marino’s Club
fS,- or

a

t in music and
not miss tomorce of Bal-

that while the

if:

Anyone
in the mood to catch

director,
Verdery Roosevelt, said
strong Latin
spirit.
The Sates iaceie and costumes are from the Dominican
lic, Mexico, Puerto Rico,
Argentina and
in. Ballet
Hispanico evokes diverse Latin
moods from “somber
to saucy,”
Ramirez said in a press release.
One of the company’s goals is
to dispel s
of Latinsin
general and, more specifically,

ss,

By he Depends

(Right)
Pedro Rulz and
Nancy Turano perticipatein
a passionate dance called
“Inez
de Castro”

865 9th Street
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Danish jams Mateel Center
for Spring. Break mini-tour

Comedy and more
° continued
from page 24
in context of the show, it was all in good fun.
Atone point HSU music major Juanita Harris, asked if Bernhard

would sing some blues. When Sandra agreed , audience members
the audience

It was a wild A

on its feet.

ee

Her

form
of com-

hoe
ee ‘ rae:. Hg
at,
eh

comedy, and
in
spect,

that reshedid

Se

dience, makse

leat Snes.

ter in Redwa

tour with the Red Hot Chili
in 1989, Danish o
for the
at 7
eo
The Peppers and
Dani
to a sold-out crowd of

sang, told a

few stories
and chatted
with the au-

hn

at the

nn

She danced,

Just months later
in Febru-

ing the audi-

ary of last year, the Danish
played to another sold-out
crowd of 300 at HSU’s Kate
Buchanan room. The band will
perform alone at this perfor-

ence feel like

one
big
group

therapy ses-

sion.
Bernhard
is definitelya
lady
ahs

Angeles-based altera mini-

tour at the Back Door in San
Diego in March to promote its
latest album, “Circa.” Vocalist
Gretchen Seager, compared
“Circa” to their first album,
“There Goes the Wondertruck.”
“We worked six to eight
months, on-and-off, writing
—
demo-ing them out,”
-songwriter said in a
pre interview from Los
Angeles.
Danish co-produced “Circa”

likes to live.

Not afraid to

her

mind about
the feminists
with whom
shed.
*

she

out some alternative
rock.

oe

a good job.

speak

Friday is a great time to check
to colbtate tet
the coming
co dlepring
break than to roll away the stone
for the annual co
ae

Pe

ow Sey Me

my

shouted for Juanita to join her. What followed
wasan ou
improvisational
blues duet between Bernhard and Harris that |

ina

mock feminist
tone,
“don’tcallme

a lady, ’'ma

wo-man, and

the goddess
will punish

you.”

STACY ERWIW THE LUMBERJACK

Sandra Bernhard and guitarist Chris Jacks performed Sunday
in the Van Duzer Theater. Bernhard, singer, comedian and
actress addressed a myriad of topics ranging from her political

views to what George Washington's teeth were made of.

alongside Dave Jerden. Jerden’s
track record includes collaborations with Jane’s Addiction,

Alice In Chains and Social Distortion.

“Wondertruck was slapped
Seager said.

"Eeager ad anotherdiference
with
” is that guitarists
aero
and James BraJr.
the band near the

of the production
of “There

"PHOTO COURTESY OF ETHAN ALLEN

Mary‘s Danish
(top row) Louis Gutulerrez,
David King, Julle
Ritter, Chris “Wag” Wagner. (Front row) James Bradley Jr. and
Gretchen Seager.
Goes the Wondertruck.”

Ih July 1990, Mary’s Danish
went into the studio to record
“Circa.”
.
“Wondertruck” was

ondint

bel ae banal

considers"
“Circa” their =
“real” eetMinianaeeene

* andin
“I think

nal relationships.
L.A. is the most isolat-

city in the world.”
wenton to talk about one
teULe
she ss
wereae singshe
message
ae
would be:
ven woesto beat someone
up to
t, don’t
beat me u

Secerdn.
8. The groupoo
Creek Records
last year.

uptonigh

when sat doe growing up

notserecatas
be

ell, Ithinkas
, we've
gone through
a lot,” she said

don

best me up

love me, but it don’t mean a

——

you beat o

up.

yee cs sh
should

Se ete

“Tobe
political yoorrect, F.C.
in L.A.,’
days is hip.” This
message should go across the

board,
she said.
“Some people think the band

mw

See
Pe

work out some new songs. The
group wants
v
to perform live beEek haste this
month to record songs for its
upcoming third album.”
Advance
tickets for the 8 p.m.

_

~

a

8 Banish manager Chris
Mary's
Kerr said the band “wants to

a,

Figg

is a forum to promote femi-

nism,” she said. Although the
band has been seen as such, the
lyrics of “Beat Me Up” are sex-

G

treet

wag

(@|

Fe
Pete mm ™

show are $10, and tickets
at the
door
are $12.

THE ONE

2

7s

590

STOP

©
1031
H St. Arcata

822-3450

Black sheep,
to warm your tum...or fill with ice to
soothe a headache.
Chintz accented
and layette size available
too!

STUDENTS:
10% OFF

ALL IMPORT
oie
opectal ender
¢ MASTERCARD

¢ DISCOVER

3RD & C STREETS EUREKA

[707) 444-9671
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Saturday Night Live’s ‘World’ parties on
By P.J. Johnston
Every now and then, “Saturday Night Live” taps into something yaa just can’t get
First it was “two wild and
crazy
guys,” more thana decade
ago.
Next it was Rosanne
Rosannadanna. Then, the Blues
Brothers. In the mid-’80s it was
“Mr. Robinson's Neighborhood.
And now, “Wayne's World.”
But an hour-and-a-half movie
isa long way froma five-minute

coaedperformart
who paopled

en
0
these hilarious skits been atteto
make their schtick work on the
big screen. Dan Ackroyd,
Chevy
Chase, Steve Martin (the early
years), Gilda Radner, Bill Murray
and even Eddie Murphy have
all had trouble recovering the
comic ingenuity they
splashed
across America’s favorite latenight comedy show. In fact, “The
Blues Brothers,” though panned
by critics at the time, is the sole
redeemer of the SNL-to-silver
screen track record.
But forget about all that.
“Not!” may be the “Excuuuuse
Me!” of the ‘90s, but “Wayne’s

World” isa crack-up
for all buta
few of its 90 minutes. And
itdoesn’t
quite reach the
epic
of a mad masterpiece
like
“The Blues Brothers,” it has
its moments of divine inspiration.
“Wayne’s World” plays at the
State
ter on Indianola Road,
and threatens to hit Arcata any

day now.
you’ vebeen visiting another
genet and haven't caught
ayne’s World” yet on
don’t despair — the setup is
pretty simple. WayneCampbell,
apost-adolescent adolescent still
living with his
ts, is the
erudite, headbanging host of a
community access show out of
his Aurora,
Ill., basement. Wayne
is joined by his faithful oro
Garth Algar,a shy, bespecta
for elecair
with a knack
long-h

tronics.
As played by Mike Myers and
Dana Carvey,
Wayne and Garth
provide a cavalcadé of kooky
comedy, 8
ng their dialogue with a
y endless
supplyof witticisms drawn from

their metal-male

(“In

fora”)
and
cunningly
deflating
jora’”
ting
their stuffier guests (This man
has no penis”).

Now, don’t be thrown by my
description — it can’t do Myers
and Carvey
justice. With
“Wayne's World,” its all in the

delivery,and thedelivery
is
right
on. Wayne and Garth are like
Midwestern versions of Bill and
Ted, except that their characters
reflect an acute understandi
e oe

a eee of the actors —

PHOTO COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

t it’s like to be young, precocious and rockin’.
The plot of “Wayne's World,”
y,is not very significant

in theoverall
scheme of the movie.

In fact, writer Myers and director
Penelope Spheeris frequently
throw in self-conscious gags
about the ridiculousness of e
whole affair, and those gags invariably work.
The bulk of the film revolves
around extended lampoons on
familiar American themes and

tranged girlfriend (Lara Flynn
Boyle of “Twin Peaks”) starts
out mildly amusing but grows
tiresomeand gratuitously cruel.
And Rob Lowe, as the evil media mogul, is unbearable
throughout the movie, even as
the constant butt of a joke. Fortunately, he and his character
mean
little to the overall
success of the movie.

Atits core, the world of Wayne
and Garth is a happily realized
flashback to an earlier time in
many young men’ slives. Ifheavy
metal rock‘n’ roll is the ultimate
expression
of male teenageangst,
then “Wayne’s
World” is the perfect send-up of that angst
— and
a great panacea for it.
Because
even if you werenever
aheadbanging
party animal with

long hair, ripped jeans and an
ill-used guitar (and so many of
us were), I'm sure you know
somebody who was.

It may just be nostalgia, but
there’s a real sweetness that underscores this comedy, and it’s
evident every time Myers
throws a knowing glance to the
his hair
camera, smilesand curls
behind his ears. Most excellent.

institutions: the music world,

puppy love, cars, partying,

and

not incidentally, movies.

5

a fantastic spoof about product
placements. And another another
t scene where a lovestruck
ayne learns Catonese to impress his new, Asian loveinterest
(Tia Carrere).
And best of all, an undeniable
comedic triumph, is the scene
near the start where Wayne,
Garth and the boys jump into
their customized Pacer, and,
around town, harmonize
their way through
an
uproarious
renditiqn of Queen’s

“Bohemian

Rhapsody.”
Ican’t think ofa more
priate tribute to ol’ Freddie

gro

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Lunch Buffet only $5.95

On the run?
Take-out lunch buffet $5.95
¢Full-service menu always available

Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 2 p.m.

Still, there are aspects of
“Wayne's World” that hit false
notes. A gag about Wayne's es-

BAT BOY
BASEBALL CARDS
In
Stack:

Round Up $8.95
Wednesday - Pasta Night

¢ Pinnacle Foot

¢ High Number
Upper
Deck

Hockey

¢ 92 All Madden
° 92 Stadium Club

$7.95
Thursday - Thai Night $9.95
$1.75 Well Drinks
A ppetizers:

(call for prices)

- 1607 Central Ave,
McKinleyville

(707) 839-4669

Fried Mushrooms $1.75
Fried Calamari $2.75
BBQ Ribs $2.75

Buffalo Wings $2.75
..and much more
(includes tax)

Friday - All-You-Can-Eat

Prime Rib $10.95
Saturday - Seafood Night
$11.95
5:30

*Students

re 9

receive

p.m.

10%

in the dining

HOTEL ARCATA ON THE PLAZA ¢ 826-0217

discount

room

:
¢
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This
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break,
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BF LOPES

party hardy,

OGG

but

don’t

Be smart,
be safe.
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in the Bayshore Malt:
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Birth Control Services
Free Anonymous AIDS Testing}
Low Cost Non-Prescription Birth Control Supplies

“a‘

QP six () rivers
LANNED

Monday - Friday 8:30 - 5:00

i
- Your loving staff at

SHRINK WRAP
POSTERS ¢ CARDS
RECYCLED PAPER:
PADS ¢ JOURNAIS

SKETCHBOOKS

Design a ye

Winner receives $100
gift certificate
Entries due

—

April 26, 1992
Come in for contest

F ARENTHOOD

2316 Harrison Avenue, Eureka

applications.

lini Services: 442-5708
Education: 445-2018

Nikon Binoculars
Venturer 1 10x25

REG
$145

$227

$190

Travelite HII 9x25
Venturer II 8x23
Leokout II 10x50

$125
$120
$150

$100
$106
$136

Mountaineer 10x25

$299

$269

Eagiescout 8x35

| ‘Travelite 17x20

$105

— a
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SPORTS
Fit or fat?
deal

body composition —

substrate for metaboliem and padding

weight-is

out what

percentage of the body is fat and what
is lean tissue.
two types of fat: essential
are
There
and storage.

tend to store Kk around the waist, and
women tend te sore 8 on ie Sone.
ideal body fat is estimated at the pads
but
where there is no detriment to

bn
:
normal
comprises 3 percem

doar ype bro
ponent rd
some female
are as low as 3 percent,

° Essential: This fat is needed for

the actual value can be substantially
8 percent.
are ce
tan
runners
dis
cee ean
eee

and 10-12 percent of fat in women.
ee
Vanes Cane ie

uterus
deposits, such as breast
tissue. These are the lower limits for most

measure

Good
135-18
185-23

Moderate
185-23
235-28

people to maintain good health

Age: 20-29
Women

of air out of her lungs, mouth
and n
body trembles from the exertion arid

deprivation.
t was pretty good,” says the tester.
that a couple more times to see if
try
“Let's
we can get a better reading.”
These days, there’s more to fitness than
lifting wei ee
more
ice cream for dessert only, and there’s

against physical trauma to the body.

deel
13%
18

measu

—
uses
body tl: sok

and underwater weighing

Fat
23528
28533

Cheese
26.5+
33.5

oxygen

the fatty tissue in the body is deposited immediat
of nt
50 perce
The tester can then look on a chart or enter the number into a computer to arrive at an
fat content.
estimate of
ccbe afiected by amount of hydration, time of day and differences
i
od
Frnt

to fitness testing than weighing someone and
height/weight chart.
to a
referring

’s Human Perforin
Those who
Complex, know
Forbes
in
mance Laboratory,
educate
how the body works and aim to
about healthy lifestyles.
said
main goal is health
lal. iouctor Teen Deage. | ve ve ne to oe

more aware of exercise, nutrition

%S
y

%

Tx

£

%

;

which are our three main
y composition,
tests.”

Meiggs said the lab has been active in the

community, testing employees

of the Arcata

t and the California DepartFire
ment of Forestry, giving them fitness evaluaes programs. They
tions and Sonera

don’t advertisein the community because

-

they wouldn’t be able to keep up with
demand.

be measured. (Residual lung volume
mustume
‘s residual lung vol

The lab also works with athletes, especially

those from club sports without full-time

coaches, who want to maximize their performance. The lab does strength and fitness
assessments and makes sure their nutrition is
levels.
te
activity
ua
for their
adeq

air left
in the
The

out as much as possible.

after exhalation.)
breaths, then breathes in as much as possible and
volume of air passing
thene
chi
Amameasures

“We apply the same services to people who

want to get off the couch,” said Earl Detrick,
an exercise science senior. “Some people are
told by their doctor to exercise, but they
e they don’t know
walk out of the officand

what exercise is.”
The secondary goal of the lab is to teach
y
the students who work there. M
.
4
$
who started three years ago as a
per-hour student, said the tests may take

a bit longer and not be as
as in an outside lab, but the price is
excellent.

comnposk
yetolyel,mas
body composi
, body
— dietarycia
upseo
orate

)

Students workinginthelabprogress

We Tete,
te n.
ee
ea,
Senay,
eae

\

treadmill test alone may cost around
$100 in the community.

the more he or she Ny weigh ere
F

weight, sex, residual lung volume =

:
SS

The Lumberjack

Top NFL scorer
to speak today

over $66,500 was raised, and

Blanda, the all-time
sev5
nn
y
enth annual Celebrit Di er

Tracksters add
3 more to NCAC

used to help pay for food and

lodging

recruitment for all sports.

sr ear apoakarfortheev
;

and Sports Auction Wednesday
at 6 p.m.
at the EureInnka
,
a
played 26 years
d
Blan who
in the NFL, was both a quarterback and a kicker during his ca-

ae,

Budw eiser.
“AZ

KING

OF BEERS,

-

veer in which he amassed

a

record 2,002 points. He was

—_— Gels
eam USA
Ball Crushers,

WED: Tomato Heads, Black Sox
Impossible,
—, =
Mystic

FRI:

~

Squids, Grads

Red-Eyed Spider Pilots

Basketball:
6ft:

Chris Hobson moved up in

AFL
the AFL to two consecutive

inthe highjump atStanford and

while Chris Douville , Jonathan
Stiles and Lou Ortiz all ran under the NCAC's 32:55 standard.
Brock Chase cleared 6-8 3/4

titles in 1960 and 1961.

Denise Walker lowered her na-

timein the 1,500
tional
meters to 4:30.8.

At the College of the Redwoods, Michelle Latimer quali-

fied for the NCAC meet in the
diseus with a distance of 117
feetsix inches.

The ‘Jacks travel next to the

Schtumpy,

TUE:

.

or distances

of the Year twice:
Player
with the Oakland
once in 1970
in 1961 with
once
Raiders, and
the Houston Oilers. He also led

Money raised on
wil
Dinner and Sports Auction
t
HSU
or
the
pp
be used to help su
Athletic Department. Last year

United States.
Uhler’s
Lady Jacks youth club and assistance with the HSU basketball
were examples
radio broadcasts
of the extra effort she devoted to
her position during the recently

The WBCA will fly Uhler to its

. the 10,000 meters with a 31:32.3

American

play in the
all levelsof collegiate

concluded season.

Football

named

MON:

s
of student-athleteand

The selection
among all nominated GTA’son

this
convention in ln
rd
awa
week to be presented the
at a special ceremony.

Catcher leads
team to 4 wins
posted a 4-2
The Lum
Hayward
mark in oa

Tournament last weekend, losing only to Portland State (10-5),
and eventual tournament winBakersfield (1-0).
Teams falling to the Lumberjacks wereCha pman College (2-

_ 0), Santa Clara (4-0), Chico State

(8-2) and LaVerne (6-1).
Humboldt

State

catcher

Grad coach gets

net to the
Debby Ryles was named
iuting ere NP cng

national award

payer attemptingt
festeal cniy
on her.

Fresno Relays Saturday.

berjacks resume
abesketbal coach _ TheCplLum
as
eee
asbeennamedthe NCA ay when they host San

Maria Uhlerh

1991-1992 graduate assistant of
the year by the Women’s Basketball Coaches Association.

Francisco

State in a double-

headerat the Arcata Sports Complex at 1 p.m. Saturday.

Lanchers, All-Stars,

Warriors, Just Ice
A: Buckeyes
WOMENS: Not 3 Times, Great 8

B:

Pteraspids, Mike Goddard,
Gym Rats, Sloths, Idiots 2,

Jokers

Soccer:
A: Total Offense, Extremely

Mean,
AA: Mokers 2, Eric Hait
WOMENS: Blue Waves
B: Team Keystone, Wasabi,
Themselves, Nimrod Hellions

Community

A: Health Sport,

tes, Steelhead,
Great
Sole Savers
Community B: Valley West

Fitness, Youngen’s, Michuacan,

Arcata Avengers

‘Raquetball & volleyball |
tournaments

Sign

start this week.

up for tennis and

softball tournaments, and
the short course triathlon.

GOOD LUCE!

re
Come to the University Budget Forum
Thursday, April 2, 6 a

Kate Buchanon Room
Panelists include:
Dr. McCrone, HSU President
Dr. Buzz Webb, Vice President for Student Affairs
ions
Don Christianson, Vice President of University Relat

Ken Combs, Director of Physical Services

Sponsored by the Associated Students
and the office of Student Affairs.

St
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Pitcher throws ’em pretty darn fast
By Lance

thelineup,” Cheek said. “Generally most teams don’t like their
4
2 beaded
sng
cog
tting the ball you can’t keep

meme

ting inthe

Art Quad
after

ng

ctice,

her out.”
Wolfe’s skill on offense stems

business freshenEn kelly
a
looked around and
seemed to enjoy the rare opportunity for a
from studyd ing, working and softball pracag
of com:

from her passion
which she’s been
she was 8. She
a
Sateen

ee as a
as
involved yoga
pitcher. At Artesia High, where
she made the all-suburban
league first team three years and
the second team for one, she was

there was no air
. The look of

calm on her face belied the
intensity in her mind.
It was, after all, the same

oesa

a =

Wolfe

came

to HSU

from her Lakewood,
Calif., home

(near Long Beach) she had some
ee

oe
cae

tchers
ated, leaving
Wolfe and fellow
freshman tchers Robyn Ander-

son and Staci Cox to lead the
team.

So far, Wolfe has been on tar. She’s 5-2 in conference and

-2 overall, with an ERA just
above 1.00.

Humboldt County isn’t exactly a mecca for softball, but
Wolfe, with encouragement
from her high school coach,

Senne
on coach Frank
8 face.
Oh, my favorite subsaid from behind
is desk. “She’s
pleasant,
coachable and she loves the

chose to come here and escape

the

thatt ahe’s
8
enjoyingwhat
what te

also benefit

from more than just the wins in
the record book.
renee how
to work her
pi

chology

es

lp

cmd

major. “T’ve been going

thro

politics of Southern Califor-

nia ball. So far, she said the dedi-

game. And she’s a player. She
wants to bat. She wants to run.
And she’s very sincereabout her
se
I enjoy working with
Her teammates

-

some difficult

te
ae
strong that I can see
and think, ‘OK, that’s what I
need to do.’”

free time shegg
“The other day I was at Clam
Beach and there were these little
sand dollars on the sand,” she
said. “Youdon’tseethatathome.
It’s so much more peaceful and
relaxing. Nobody’s running ev-

erywhere to be somewhere.

Time’s not a problem here.”

In high school, Wolfe said her

mother came to every game,
the lo distance between here and
home makes

But her mother,

who Wolfe said has always

her biggestsu
the trip grea

ets

been

makes

toe

be

daugher pi
st
and also used to help her out by
catching for her when she was
younger.
“If my pitches aren’t working
she can tell what I’m doing
and help,” Wolfe said.
Wolfe’s energy
isn’t all directed at her pi
. Her performance has been
ly impressivein the batter's
box. Her
average, about .400, is second on
the team, and she said coach
Cheek sometimes uses her as a
designated hitter for the other
pitchers.

“It’s hard to keep her out of

Continued
from page 29
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BOMBACHAS
Pants to live in...

Trim in the waist, full in the hips,

Detrick, who

phase Gese satssin oc

oases
ven him
both an
of the
procedures
and a better chance

ent

fastball.

id afford it, but added that

Mad River - Lots of fresh steelhead and runbacks.
Good bet to catch fish.
Klamath River - Many 1/2 pounders and adults.
Excellent, but not entirely consistent.
Early & late in the day are the best times.
Eel River - The main stem of the river has a large
number of bluebacks.
Trinity River - Water is running low, but it is
improving. Remember, the river is closed
down to Cedar Fiat.
Smith River - Quiet... Not much happening at this
time.

ing for the Fisherman

Sart

Posh Ver

nese construction workers.

patagonia
a
wt
1563 G Street > Northtown Arcata » 626-0651
Prato, PROGY DIAL. ©Patagonia, inc, 1091
Pataguma is a repintend trademark of Patagonia, ine

eee

tion for someone
with a 60-mph

infinitely practical and comfortable.

oo

has ees

from
degree
be niceif she

pitch ball

louse in the legs, snug at the ankles.
wd hanes pants worn by Gauchos

Seuseane
as

master’s

he said a

pas “

useit

ae eatin about it,”
MacConnie, a health
ysical education assistant
rand recor of lab,
see students workingin the
lab or
get
a eaabcwae
niques,
an opporto ee
work with

businessae

she has no set plans.
As for softball,
Wolfe would
but slowto keep pla
love

yak Fi sg

the certification test
American Collegeof Sports

Fontasut waning alenestartoff watching tests

$ as much
= so Wi
for her
communes
time as

Kelly Wolfe

well.
Freshwater Lagoon - Flies are working
g.
improvin
and
Redwood Creek - Performing well
a's
Californi
Sacramento River - Some of Northern
best trout fishing on the river in Redding
and south of Redding.

Laboratory
performed and
ae

asset.

vebaetertacdeh ‘Tplaye
needed me.
justa pitcher
vm
ton
thatreI'm
and it’shard to accept,” she said.
For now, she’s a pitcher. And
that’s where Cheek likes her.
“Davis has the best pitcher in
the conference — she’s 7-0. I’ve
t that’s
Kelly,and
nex
got thebest,
a fact,” he said.
Life after college for a star
player isn’t full
woman softball
contracts
oe
of
wile spind
baseball play-

pitch; a
t
ly
v dupuahawiiiaidinaeeslebinr
Debby Ryles wants it.
When

for the sport,
playing since
started taking
11, esshe
han

SPECIALIZING IN FLY FISHING

444-2000

505 H Street
- Eureka
Across From Old Post Office

EDITORIAL

1, 1992

ne

e
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pr
a
gh
hi
o
to
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pa
to
k
ro
Yu
Aerial spraying asks
the cost of forest products?
is at
Wh
For the Yurok Tribe which shares
the hills of northern Humboldt
r Co.,
pson
County with theSimTimbe

ying
sprat
aerialen
seen the detrofim
in the health of their tribe and the
harm to animals in the region.
Simpson says the only alterrtative

pay-

of the unwanted biomass, which
would be more costly to the company
and therefore the consumer.
The Lumberjack feels the cost is
already too high for the Yurok.

HELICOPTERS?

to aerial spraying is manual removal

pract
theprice of current managemen
tices is more than they can afford to
the growth of
Inorder to encourage

conifers on clear-cut land, Simpson
and other timber companies spray
Garlon4,abroad-leaf inhibitor which
discourages the growth of plants
which would compete with young

As consumers, we must accept the

inue
ts
uccont
fact that forest prodwill

come
in
slators
se
legi
ea
priceas
toincr
scarto terms with the overwhelming

—~

conifers.

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THESE TWO

city and preciousness of the remain-

Simpson is well within its right to
spray Garlon4, the herbicide has been
by the federal government.
approved

ing resources in the woods and wa-

tersheds of Northern California.
Simpson would argue that the
safety of the Yurok has been assured
by the federal government's stamp of

But can this approvalbe any consolation to the Yurok?
year another chemical previEvery

approval.

ously determined safe by the federal

and tno
Perhaps Simpsonis correc
harm will come to the Yurok. Per-

government comes back to haunt
someone, somewhere.
Evidence has only recently begun
to surface about the effects of biological accumulation of toxic substances
over years of only minimal exposure.
Yuroks and others say they have

haps this substance has absolutely no
effect on the animals which feed on

the sprayed plants or the fish which

swim in the rivers into which these
sprayed lands drain.

‘| HIV scam?
Editor,
The HSU AIDS Policy Committee was
surprised, concerned and disappointed
to see an ad for “unassisted ... finger
prick” AIDS testing in The Lumberjack,
March 25. We want to advise students
that we are troubled by this ad and ask
them not to purchase thi | pan
Selence
Tim Epperson, Chris Jackson, Dirk Rabdau
David T. Jervis, chief
—
K.
Games

Jason Love, editor

Graphics

Len DeGroot, edttor

proc
Susan

aay ecobppomay te peta” ony Sean
Meg Laws, Scott Lipsey, Matt Stary

The ad is misleading and possibly illegal. To our knowledge, there is no ap-

poet Oe et Oe. see ene We
lood obtained from a finger prick. We
doubt that any telephone interaction can
meet the legal requirement for pre and
post-test counseling.
If someone wants to be tested for AIDS
cies which
we list the following local
offer anonymous and confidential testing:

¢ Humboldt County Health Depart-

of The
contential
the editor
Questions
editor.
the
ck
to
ja
directed
be
er
should
mb
Lu
The

on the
ial
written based
ediistor

majority opinion of the newspaper's editorial board
The

4_\

' \

ONLY

OIFFERENCE

ONE KTLLS
THAN THE

But until there are conclusive, em-

pirical information which proves
these points, The Lumberjack feels

that alternative means of ensuring
successful reforestation must be utilized.
As it stands, users of forest prod-

1S

YOu FASTER
OTMER.

asking the Yurok to be part of
ucarets
this research, but is it fair to ask the
next generation of Yurok to test this
hypothesis?

The burden of proof should not rest

on the victim.

Letters to the editor

—_
LUMBERJACK
___
The.

Photography

THE

guest
forons
submissi

columns. Submissions must be typed and less than
600 words.

ment 441-5630
e Six Rivers Planned Parenthood 442-

;
5709
e North County

$12 per year.
Funding for The Lumberjack is provided through
advertising revenue and the HSU journalism department. Some travel funds provided by Reader's Digest.
is for informational
Advertising material
purposes ands not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of such com-

ckout
etely
ja
is compl
I feel The Lumber
events
tant
impor
of touch with the truly
rLumbe
going on on this campus. The
jack received a letter last week from the
citizens of Wilsonville, asking for better
.
rally
we arenotsatisfTheied
——
s
ver were the top storie on
and
local television (when was the last time

HSU students took over a school build-

ing?), and again our paper sticks us on
five.
Pefhe students on this campus, and what
affects them, are the most important issues to be covered by a student papel —
when is HSU going to get a real student

Door Clinic 822-

3

Larry Frisch

chair, HSU AIDS Policy Committee

reserves the right to edit text for gram—
requirements.
size
and
mar

it!

paper?

Clinic 822-2481

e Humboldt

2957

pictures, one on the cover and a short
article on page five was all it was worth.
I am not saying Alann Steen is unimportant, but he is not an HSU student
anymore, and the people who participated in the takeover are. These students
will be paying an extra 40 percent next
year unless students do something about

Shunned, stunned
Editor,

Get a real paper
Editor,

What is up with The Lumberjack?
had a
Last week hundreds of students
and
ases
incre
fee
the
rally against
ivel
effect
Hall,
ns
into Sieme
s Records ofclosing the Admissionand
fice long enough to read a statement and
a point.
make
conands,
This was a complete succes
paper,
to youryarticle in last week's
trar
there were in fact administrators in the
office at the time we entered and they
said.
at
heard whwe
and its successis
However, the event

not the point of this letter. The

;

Jesse Poppick
resources
natural
senior,

point is

this
did not
that The
the
of
most
give
to
was big enough news
Two
.
paper
cover to it in last week’s

lent of StuIam running for vice
cruising
was
I
Tuesday
Last
dent Affairs.
peopleabout
to
talking
the Quad
through
tures
for
and
my cam
to
up
for my petition to run. I walked

three i
m

male students to introduce

my cam:

the rewas really oe ay a
I received from one of the stu-

at me and said, “What
ents. He looked
doing, this isa black
are
do you think you

conversation.”
I replied, “That is totally ridiculous.”
The student said, “It is not ridiculous,

is a
and you're not. This
we are black
black group 80 leave us alone.”
The three students put their arms

around each other and walked away from
me. I walked away feeling confused.

I can understand where these students

are coming from and the fact that they
may have experienced responses similar

the onel did in their lives. This does not

to

justify to me their assumption that beprejucause I am a white female I haave
dice toward them and no common concerns nor interests.

My stepfather is black and I also have
experienced prejudice and discrimination.

As a candidate for vice president of

student affairs, 1am running to represent
the student body as a whole, whether
black, white, purple, male, female or othI received is just
erwise. The

tome
ion
eness;
rat
of divisiv
another illust

thisis scary.
campus
on this ts
I feel that all studen
need = a as students and human

stop discrimi
beings
eC aiodirsaamegient
Ee
effectively communicate the needs, de-

s on
ons
all student
forati
sires and expect

pine asia se

Lael Sheber

sophomore, political science

Band plays on
the Marching
note of theniie toto the
arcolustt aa note
be-

cks for their
)
fore the Alann B. Steen
in Van Duzer Theater.

with
er
onan
ae oura
friend
an

t

Thursda
ofTheir music

to the late after-

e
colleaguand

The band might like to know that one

of Al’s visions while in captivity came

with sound — the Marching Lumber-

ter.
pep mecnatere enon
playing as only they can. Thanks
Mark Larson
Howard L. Seemann,

journalism professors, HSU

See Letters,
next page

OPINION

Give Prairie Creek back to salmon
Q Instead of throwing precious tax

dollars at the county's obsolete fish

——

erectaes

hatchery, a simpler, viable
alternative exists.

RudolfW. Becking

poset teu

“boost”
from the Board of Su:

Unanimously,
the board decided— without voter

consent
— to levy a property tax of $3 per parcel to
has the board

tional for one
la

emma an Suman

is

va

es

sccuvantel teped ati 7 oe teonditien

'

Last week, the Prairie Creek Fish Hatchery got a

Rarely

nilcrndee on

+eagle
mace pet
nowww called
od or

BONE

keep the ha

support and health services. The fish

such unanimi

It must ov

the fish! It sure smells fishy.

In the past 30 years I have not seen the board
express such a public environmental concern. They
certainly haven’t when it comes to saving world-

renowned ancient redwood forests, spotted owls,

murrelets, or halting needless toxic aerial spraying or

oa expensive to modernize and

ts

® The Redwood In
tion Assodation
in a recent newsletter
that only two female and three
male salmon
have been spawned
this season, and

prospects of

operations are bleak,

salmon runs by its continued

ve and quite ineffective.

© The Redwood National Park has made a remarkable effort to restore Lost Man Creek to its natural

condition in removing a log dam above the hatchery,

and restoring/monitoring
riparian and in-stream
—_ rehabilitation. Adding the hatchery site to the Redwood National Park would enhance and continue
these efforts.

© The $3 per parcel is a highly unfair
tax and an

eliminating serious
public health hazards like curtail- _ insult to Humboldt voters. It is not an equitable
‘taxation as it will heavily tax the workers and lowing air and water pollution.

r these reasons, Humboldt County has been
ranked nationwide in the top 2 percent of the most
polluted counties with the greatest cancer risks, even
. without a national cancer registry! The board was
joined in this effort by conservative interest groups
and the major industries and polluters of our local
environment.

Unfortunately, their actions regarding the hatchery
are shortsighted. It would certainly not save the
salmon in the long run. Taxpayers’ monies will be
wasted.
The Prairie Creek Fish Hatchery has been plagued

with

tent funding

problems over the past

decades. It has not been well-maintained, nor renovated or adequately staffed.
It has operated regularly on a shoe-string budget.
County resources are needed in countering increasing

Letters
© Continued from page32

Giving
Lou his due
Editor,
Lou Blaser is correct, I’ venever
talked tohim—nor
havel talked

to Dan Quayle.
As resource amour
s
Simpson Timber,

for
cy

has been: depletion of old

growth, overharvesting
of seccod. gout, Ge

ogame

closing
of nearly all

North

cillls Sox the tatenation of ite
man
mill
in Korbel.
Theseactions
have left hundreds
out of work and affected
thou-

middle class instead of the wealthy. Parcels
vary from
about .25 acre to 640 acres and vary from about
$50 to
$120 per acre
to $50 to 60 million in their ad valorem
(tax) value. Yet, each parcel would yield the same $3
per parcel.
A durable and viable alternative would be to offer
the fish hatchery to Redwood National Park. The
park
has not been authorized to operate
a commercial
fish
hatchery, nor the acquisition of this parcel. This
would
consent of Congress which could be
obtained with local public support.

ery operations on the site and transform the entire

area into an information center with a living display
demonstrating
in-stream rehabilitation and salmon
tion done Mother Nature’s way through
xes, riparian management and in-stream

hatch

was
timproving walkwa
on oheu and hundreds of bie
cycle racks are still needed.
Lou’s boycott is actually his
ownindustry’sattempt
to blacklist certain Arcata businesses. It

backfired
and rallied support for

local businesses.
I have a mega ee three
people have
om, experience, guts and desire to work
hard to
t students and
the working class people of this
community: Victor Schaub,
Elizabeth Lee and Dwain
Goforth. These —_ of be
cata represent
our diversity
are our future.
Bob Ornelas
HSU graduate

sands. Big timber has —

A tale of one ad

panies to fold and hecimpacted
allied businesses
and communities
as well.
Associated Students President
eet
eae
Sple behind

Editor,
A half

.

the

alternative would be to cease hatch-

My

night by Arm Yourself With
Knowledge. Schaub (arrivin
late) announced he had a cold
and would notbe able to answer
questions. Schaub may have
been under the weather, but we
wonder if he might have been
leaving to duck the onslaught of
negative feedback he would
have received.
It is surprising Schaub would
printsucha campaign ad since it
was only three weeks ago that
hesaid ina March 4articlein
The
Lumberjack, “I plan to run a
strictl
tive cam
” Oby, this is a man who does
not keep his word or cool.

We

the students
take the

nottied
ty ponot jst believe these
a
ads. All of the
candidates are approachable.

Talk to them and learn the truth

before you vote.
= Marie Chancey
ee

junior, pecalen

peo

Pou’ ‘s mega bucks See.

Feeble insult

creation

Editor,
Once

sports complex

was a resultof a bond issue that
was voted on by Arcatans and

tion” money wasn’t

Half

rl

a

while
pri ra

and the ocean.
If this concept would be accepted by the board and
the voters of Humboldt County, it would prove to be
the most beneficial gift in the long run that we as
voters would be able to proudly contribute to future
erations, even to our seventh generation!
Without such foresight and insight, the $3 parcel
tax levy should not be levied without a public vote.
Q Rudolf W. Becking, HSU professor emeritus in the
, has made learning
about the
natural resources
redwood biome his life’s work since 1960.
are

not

only

unsubstantiated,
but area mockery of the entire political process.
I have maintained a positive,
respectful campaign and will
continue
todo so. I will not, however, tolerate labels and accusations that are not applicable to
me as a citizen or as an Arcata

City Council candidate.
Ihave tremendous
for
the ability of HSU
ts to
not only get out and vote, but
that they will choose the candidates who will ensure a clear
path for the future of Arcata.
Carl Pellatz
candidate,
Arcata City Council

Money doesn't talk
Editor,
Es
weeks
m
increasingly
the developing
for the Arcata
cil seats. I find the
amounts of money

I’ve found
appalledat
on camCity Counexorbitant
fun-

Blaser, Moore, and Pellatz, who

haveeach received multiple contributions

we felt

didates’ forum held Thursday

to

and brainwash
our

community
with so-called facts

this

votes on a “money talks” cam-

paign platform?
And yet noneof
these dollar figures even take
into account the unofficial PAC
which has set up in a storefront
downtown under the name
oe
for a Better Arcata;
core,
Headquarters”
d ence, seville with oes
great
fanfare these same three candidates. What does the dollar sign

read now?

Regardless of the eventual
heights these cam
hoards
reach,
my vote will notbe bought

or tndheancad. I'm tired of being
haseled, tired of receiving cam-

i vonntaen

atwepenecdieline
einbea deat
ee
e HSU students
Sane
freedomto
vote and to vote fairl based
character rather

Reuvin Woodrow

senior, natural resources

the entire apa

tical advertiselast week in The
titled
“A Taleof Two
Cities”
is another feeble a

exceeding

amount.
Are they trying to buy our

checkbook.

coundimember Victor Schau

students.
Schaub’s
ment

environ-

protecting the unique endowment of all resources of
the forest lands, the streams, the local communities

Cit

lation including you, the

oy

ments. This integra
holistic mania approach would ies
be
most cost-efficient way a

has taken upon the task of in-

won
by a landslide.
Using $507,000 in red
ment funds, we
historical hotel and restaurant
thatis operated by native Yurok,
Karuk and Hupa Indians. The

Hotel Arcata is‘a success story,
not a campaign issue. The
$60,000 “alternative

again, Arcata

that

Similar spawning beds
have proven successful on the Mattole River in
southern Humboldt County.
ae
biodiversity, restoration of native salmon
_
balance conservation pron
4m uses

nesses which daredat,
to
a

differing
opinion during the gulf
war fiasco.
It’s in
to note that to
date none of the candidates
have
received outside contributions

in excess of $100, except for

O Since there would be no
nity for
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issue The
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STUDENTS
ASSOCIATED
IONIST/
EPT
REC
COUNCIL
SECRETARY FOR 1992-93.
Approximately 20 hours per week,

have a few 2 bedroom suites
available June 1, 1992 for oneleases. Downtown Arcata

$4.25to $5.17 per hour depending

next to Angelo’s at 545 H Street.

Contact A.S.
on experience.
Business Office, Extension 3771 ;

ODOR

2

ee

pr

yo
ee

~a

PR

Wi

are

ees

“

=

$462 monthly, unfurnished: $488

war. Tothese ends,
free of nuclear
we are working through education
and a campaign for a Comprehensive Test Ban to end underground nuclear weapons explosions in Nevada (900+ since 1951).
7:30
@ ys
We meet on Wednesda
7005
822call
or
105
in Forestry

monthly, furnished. $200 deposit.

“One of Arcata’s nicer, quieter

VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB—
Pot luck Wednesdays. 11-1 p.m.,
Nelson Hail 119; letter writing
Fridays. 2-4p.m., Nelson Hall 1 16.
Vegans-eat nor wear anything of
animals, avoids products tested
on animals, avoids maple syrup to
avoid cruelty to trees. John
Robbins, author of Diet for New
America advocating “The Vegan
Lifestyle” will be speaking April 4,
7:30 p.m., E..Gym. $4 students;
Works, Nelson Hall Ticket Office;
His father is owner of Baskin
Robbins Ice Cream Parlor Chain.
Orange 826-1407.

INTERESTED IN BEING A DJ?
610 AM, KRFH is looking for new
Dus to play the best mix of music
anywhere in Humboldt county. You
will have the opportunity to play
the music of your choice. Get
involved! Sign up for and complete
Speech 154. Then you'll be ready
to hit the airwaves. KRFH...Turn
on; Tune in; Stay tuned.
THE MARCHING LUMBERJACKS willbe holding afundraiser
Thursday, April 9, from 6-9 p.m. at
the Pizza Factory on G Street.
Come have an excellent pizza and
help support a fun loving band.

ALL
TIRED OF THROWIITNG

AWAY?? So are we! HSU
Waste Reduction Task Force

Ask any tenant. Serving
HSU students for 20 years. Call
now. We fill up fast. 822-2146.
E in Arcata:
S
’RAG
DSTO
BUMINI

Students! make reservations now

for summer storage.

Ask about

our student discounts. 822-8511
1180 Sth Street. 24 hour access.

All units ground level.

brilliance will go into a PLAN,
Stan 2 get ready 4 AB 939.
Drop off @ CRP, Warren
Hs#53

or call Mark @

826-

1951. Captain Reducer Thx U

4 your support.

Donate good
MOVING?
condition thrift store items and
clean clothes to Resuables
Non-profit Arcata
Depot.
Community Recycling Center,
corner 9th & N. St., Arcata.
Open Wed-Sat, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Bargain prices!

Lumberjack

CENTER ACTIVITIES LEISURE
CLASSES STILL TO COME:
Vegetable Gardening, Mar. 26May 7, 7-9 p.m.; Gyotaki-Nature
Printing, Mar. 26-May 7,7-10p.m.;
Papermaking, April 17, 10 a.m.-4

p.m.; Map and Compass, April 2-

30, 5:30-7 p.m.; MexicanSouthwestern Cooking, April 7, 79p.m.; Seafood Cooking, April 21
or 29, 7-9 p.m.; Adv. Homebrew,
April 23, 30, May 2, 7-9 p.m.. For
more information, call 826-3357.

CAMERA: Pentax K-1000 SE
body $85; Takumar 28-80mm
2X
Takumar
zoom: $105;
70r
nica
r Cosm
$40;
teleconverte
AF 160
200mm zoom, $75; Pentax
rizi
Flash $20; Hoya Filters: pola ng,
ultraviolet, skylighter, $16; timer
and remote trigger $8. Package
price: $319. Ail in immaculate
condition, perfect working order.
Phone lan anytime-822-2670.

1978 V W CAMPER VAN, pop
WALRUS BICYCLE WORKS:
top, sink, ice-box. 2 litre engine w/
Repairs and overhauls, Service
hydrauliclifters. Runs good, $2100 ~ for the commuter. 822-5466.
OBO. 826-1320.
FUNDRAISER-looking for top
fraternity, sorority or student
organization that would like to earn
$500-$1500 for one week onTHE 100TH MONKEY PROJECT
ct. Must
is holding a non-violence training campus marketing proje working. ©
hard
for all attending the Nevada Test be organized and

PERSONALS

Site

Action

(April

10-19),

on

Saturday, April 4, from 10-6. Meet
atthe Blue Lounge, JGC, 2nd floor.
We meet Wed. nites, Forestry 105,
7:30 p.m.Call 822-7005.
DESPARATELY SEEKING SADIE!
Remember late Friday, 3/20: “Nice
tie, HAI” You can really sink that
eight-ball when ya don’t wanna.
Hopscotch on the Plaza, Wild
VW's. More and again? Call Steve
822-0559.
PIZZA
AT
THE
SE
MARK, LET’AT
MLJ
The
9th.
FACTORY on the
meet
I'll
er.
are doing their fundrais
you there around 6:00. See ya
there, L.L.
HAVING PROBLEMS WITH
EMOTIONS (e.g. depression,
relations)? Forming EMOTIONS
ANONYMOUS group. Nelson Hall
118 on Thursdays, 8 p.m.

UR,R,R
ways he
wants 2knowt
and ideas on how 2 @ HSU.
Flashes of conservation

Samoa).

LOOKING FOR A THRILL? Try

truly representative government

done with a flair of
1 Vote Emma Young for
A. S. President on April 28, 29 and
30!
"BETTER THAN EGGPLANT”
WITH CRAZY HORSE. Classic
rock, blues, jazz, punk, ska, etc.
Basically a musical bachanal far
tastier than corn! Thursdays, 5-7
p.m. only on KRFH AM 610.

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Catalyst

Bungee offers Bungee and
Pendulum rope jumps every

weekend. Come and JUMP!
one Bungee 826-7664 or 826.

ae

Call Lori 1-800-592-2121

EXCITING

SUMMER

X1 12.

JOBS

at

Northern California Gay Resorts.

Openings May 25 thru Sept. 8.
Training provided, all positions:
Hotel,
Restaurant,
Bar,
nce,
tena
Main
ing,
Landscap
Send
DJ.
and
tman
Security, Ligh
onal
pers
and
ry
histo
employment
The
nt,
oyme
description to Empl
Box
O.
P.
Woods/Fites Resort,
ss
6.
9544
1690, Guerneville, CA

Children

$

Paid

$1200, will sacrifice for $850. 8222955, 822-3843, ask for Matt.
KAYAKS USED AND NEW. All
major models. Used whitewater
gear. New gear below retail.
Drysuits. Trade-ins encouraged.
Free instruction w/purchase. Get
started inexpensively. 943-3547

707-

826-2020.

PET SITTING: Don't kennel your

friends! Grad Student will feed
and play with your pets during
spring break or whenever.
Reasonable rates. Call Grace,
839-5356.
AUTHORIZED UPS PARCEL
SHIPPING. No need looking for
shipping boxes—we have all sizes.
Bring us your shipping problems
and let us take care of them for
you. We'll even ship your stuff
COD to your mom! Pemberton's
Pack & Post, 600 F St. in the
Uniontown Shopping Center,
Arcata. 826-2020
HAVE ASSIGNMENT THAT
NEEDS TYPING? Call Mearl at
Word
Henderson _ Street

Processing 443-6128.

THE SERVICE STATION offers

(quick
processing
word
UPS,
,
FAX
d),
turnaroun
,
ards
andc
tts
uegi
Uniq
packaging.
er,
Cent
ping
Shop
too. Valley West
Arcata. 822-1976.

WE'LL WRAP IT, PACK IT AND
SHIP

IT.

We're

the

OTHER

ing store. THE SERVICE

Anonymous

(ACA)

meetings are held almost every
day of the week. Free support
group open meetings, a 12-step
recovery program and personal
sponsorship programs offer anew
and affordable approach to life’s
Also, one
tougher problems.
disorders
ng
eati
meeting with
come
over
focus. Others have
help
to
dy
rea
family crises and are
to
how
and
you understand yours,
for
make it better. Call 443-3044
acomplete list of ACA community
5/46
meetings in the area.
ALASKA SUMMER-EMPLOYEarn
MENT - FISHERIES.
spor
tran
Free
$5000+/month.
0
8,00
d!
Over
ar
Bo
tation! Room &
ce
rien
expe
No
openings.
Female. For
necessary. Maorle
employment program call Student
Employment Services at 1-2068/2
545-4155 ext 289.
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM: Fratemities, sororities,
student clubs. Earn upto $1000in
e0
a $100
one week. Plus receiv
FREE
a
And
wr
SR
po
just for calling 1-800-832WATCH

Call

0526 Ext. 65.

SPRING
11-April 19.
less shelter. All
te
a home
Renova

- oor st a year!

skirt, excellent condition.

95521,

ABOUT
TO TALK
NEED
STRESS? Find a new approach
to the same old problems? Adult

ALTERNATIVE
BREAK: April

f

SEA KAYAK-Aquaterra
and spraywith expedition

Street. Arcata, CA

ag

THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will

Summer anc
STUDENT!
graduation are just around the
corner—ship your belongings
home early. Your parents will
will we!
so nd
appreciate it—a
600 F
Post,
&
Pack
Pemberton’s

i

CLUBS &
ORGANIZATIONS

SALE: Clothes, books,
GARAGE
tapes, jewelry. Saturday, April of4,
12-4p.m. 167 F St., #8 (

ask for Janet

Wednesday, April 1, 1992

Calendar ..i net
1 Wednesday
Music
Hotel Arcata: Henry Sherman,

music.

Jambalaya: Blues Jam with Thad
Beckman

Et cetera
“Teaching Math and Science in
Cameroon,” a Peace Corps workshop,
1-5 p.m., Nelson Hall West 232.
“Relationships and Expressing
Anger,” a confidential group meeting,
4-5:30 p.m., Women’s Center conference room, House 55.
“Job Interviewing Techniques,” a
workshop presented by the Career
Development Center, 4 p.m., Nelson

Hall West 232.
Peace Corps Potluck open to all
former members and anyone interested in the Peace Corps, 6-9 p.m.,
2561 Acheson Way in Arcata, 826-

3342 for more information.

Healthy Lifestyles Week

Theater
“Rumors,” a Neil Simon play, 2
p-m., North Coast Repertory Theater

Wednesday. “I'd Quit But... ” a workshop
of strategies and tools for

for more information.

quitting smoking or helping someone quit, noon-1 p.m., Health Center

Sports

in Eureka, $9, $8 students, 442-6278

Men’s Lacrosse vs. UC Santa Cruz,
11 a.m., Arcata Sports Complex

“Fit or Fiction? Fat or Fad?,” a question-answer workshop with HSU

Et cetera

“Fern Falls Day Hike,” hosted by
the Sierra Club, 8-mile hike along Boy
Scout Trail, 822-2894 for information
and sign-up.
Opening Reception for Floyd
Bettiga’s Retrospective Exhibition, 2-4
p-m., College of the Redwoods
Creative Arts Gallery.
“The African Queen,” presented by
the Humboldt Film Festival, 7 p.m.,
Science B 135, $2, $1.50 students.

acrobice mall poce: 1 ee ce

room.
“Emotions in Motion,” a workshop discussing stress and tension relief
through body movements, 4-5 p.m., Health Center conference room.

Friday. Healthy Lifestyles
Faire, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., the Quad.

“Psychedelics, Altered States and Spirituality,” a presentation
on the

—

6 (Monday

- relationship of altered states of awareness and spirituality, noon- 1 p.m.,

Kate Buchanan Room.

_

Music

Jambalaya: Teddy Taylor and
Francis Vanek

Saturday.
Fun Walk/Run, two miles with no times recorded, 10 a.m.,

starting at HSU Library Circle.

Concerts
Student Recital, 8 p.m., Fulkerson

CCAT plant sale, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.,

through Thursday on the Quad.

2 0) hursday

North Coast Inn: Recent Future
Band.
Concerts

Music

Pasa, $7, $6 for Humboldt Folklife

Neal Gladstone Show, Casa de Que

Hotel Arcata: Sam Spade.
Jambalaya: The Whole Enchilada.
North Coast Inn: The Roadmasters.
Concerts

——

a

EE

Mary’s Danish and Love on Ice, 8:30
p-m., Mateel Community Center in

Faculty Artist Series, Chamber
Music, 8 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall,

$4, $1 students.
“A Special Evening of Music and

Theater,” presented by Noah’s Dove,

Redway, $10 advance, $12 at the door,
923-3368 for more information.

8 p.m., Temple Beth El in Eureka, $6
donation, 768-3189 for more informa-

Et cetera

tion.
Sports

Plant Sale/Open House, 10 a.m.-3
p-m., CCAT House 97.
Deadline to register for April 25
Graduation Writing Proficiency
Exam, 826-3611 for more information.

3 Oriday
Music

—

Jambalaya: Eleven to Seventeen.
Concerts
Ballet Hispanico, presented by
CenterArts, 8 p.m., Van Duzer

Theater, $15.

“Job Searching Strategies for
Graduating
Students,” a workshop
presented by the Career Development
Center, 4 p.m., Nelson Hall West 232.

American Indian Student Art

of JGC, 822-7005 for more inform
Pizza Tasting Feet, 2-5 pum. Red-

4 Saturday

Music
Hotel Arcata: Sam Spade.
Jambalaya: The Wannabees.

Et cetera

Slide show presentation on Humboldt Wildlife Care Center, presented
by Sierra Club, 5:30 p.m., Art 27.
Live canidate forum, sponsored by
the Humboldt County League of
Voters, 7-8:30 p.m., on KEET TV.

Musi
.

:

.

Jambalaya: Accoustic Talent Night
— Jim Silva.
ncerts

Student Recital, 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.,

Z Quesday

Fulkerson Recital Hall, free.
“A Special Evening of Music and

Music
Jambalaya: Poetry reading with Jim

7 p.m., Temple Beth El in Eureka, $6,
768-3189 for more information.
,

t Special

[e

at the
North Coast Inn

\

- 2strips
Eggs

e 2 Bacon

ap tadelaoie

* 2 Sausage Lin

“Healing Ourselves—Healing Our

World,” a lecture
by author John

¢ Hashbrowns

Pd

Robbins about the way our diet

dance com

tion and sign-up.

house through Monday.

ors

and food demonstration presented by

the Co-op, 443-6336 for more informa-

Women’s softball vs. San Fransisco
State, 1 p.m., Arcata Sports Complex.

trem sine benl priors
ond ohery.

affects our health and the environ-

ples,” a lecture

Sports

entry, 25 prizes available. Proceeds

Exhibit, Foyer Gallery in the Art
Building.
“Introducing
the New Way of

Eating: Basic

Recital Hall, free.

Humboldt County Children’s Rights
Committee, 7 p.m., Arcata Plaza.
Humboldt Preview, campus open

Theater,” presented by Noah’s Dove,

Men’s Lacrosse vs. Cal Poly SLO, 1
p.m., Arcata Sports Complex.
Et cetera
Plant Sale/Open House, 9 a.m.noon , CCAT House 97.
Non-violence training workshop
sponsored by the 100th Monkey
10 a.m.-6 p.m., Blue Lounge

nine

Et cetera
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ment, 7:30 p.m., East Gym, $6,$4

Ca

, craft booth and

through Sunday.

“Art From the Streets,” a talent

show fund raiser, 7 p.m., First

Presbyterian Church in Arcata, 8225008
for more
information.
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Powwow/Social Gathering with

drum performance, HSU Field House
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for

/ 6:00 a.m. to

_/ 1100 a.m.

Eg

Tdays 8

- North Coast Inn
4975 verey West Bivd.- Acata > (707)822-4861

Hwy. 101 to Giuntoli Exit , turn right!
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3:00pm-5:00pm: Filmmaker DEAN SNIDER from San Francisco will sad a discussion
Arts 117 on Surface Animation.
in Theater

ee
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q
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LIVE FOLK MUSIC

.

pnp: Foe Faia BARBARA HAMMER wpa on br perso
the optical printer in her film OPTIC NERVE in Theater Arts 117

uo

ae

JUDGES CHOICE NIGHT!
8:15pm: Come see the Festhval Winners at ihe idinor Theater!
The show will be followed by a general screening of Festival eréries
PEOPLE'S CHOICE NIGHT!
Show starts at 6:15pm at the Minor Theater!
Followed by s general scresning of Festival eniries

TRADITION
SAUNA CABINS
AL ° INTERNAT
MAGS,IONAL
NEWSPAPERS ° FROG POND

pcdnnre >
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® FIREPLACE
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OPEN EVERY

DAY

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
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SUNDAY - THURSDAY: NOON TO 11PM bor Tue
— Gift Certificates Available —

